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Abstract
The difficulty in shrinking silicon transistors past a certain feature size has been acknowledged
for years. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) offer a technology with an exciting solution to the scaling
issues of transistors and interconnects and with the possibility of coexistence in the present
silicon technology. The goal of the present work is to propose circuit models for carbon nanotube
field effect transistors (CNTFETs) and apply them to aspects of digital circuit design.
This research models the current voltage characteristics of CNTFETs below and above
threshold. The current characteristics are similar to MOSFETs, but with a few caveats. Under
standard conditions, the devices do not enter saturation. Also, it is shown that CNTFETs are
ambipolar devices, with a minimum current at Vd/2. Despite this distinction from MOSFETs,
CNTFETs show impressive voltage transfer characteristics (VTC), even at low voltages. The
large noise margin and notable output voltage swing can be traded-off for higher on-current,
depending on the nanotube diameter, as shown in this work. Thus, digital designers have an
ability to control both performance and power by changing the nanotube diameters.
Carbon nanotubes FETs can become prominent in the arena of array devices, which are a
technical front runner for the integration of wires and transistors. This work shows that carbon
nanotube field effect transistors have strong potential in read only memory (ROM) arrays.
Many CNTFETs can be placed along the length of a nanotube to create intermolecular devices
and small array applications. The present process variations within carbon nanotubes lead to
possible metallic CNTs and added redundancy. The necessary redundancy is illustrated in detail
in this thesis along with the corresponding trade-offs for redundancy, area, and performance.
In conclusion, the striking properties of carbon nanotubes give CNTFET noteworthy IV
characteristics and offer many opportunities for digital circuit designers in the near future.
This thesis research models and characterizes the future opportunities of CNTFETs within
digital designs.
Thesis Supervisor: Anantha Chandrakasan
Title: Professor, EECS
Thesis Supervisor: Dimitri Antoniadis
Title: Professor, EECS
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Chapter 1
Carbon Nanotubes Structure,
Properties, and Growth
1.1 Background
The electronics industry continues to push the limits of Moore's Law. However, the physical re-
strictions of scaling metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFET) are becoming
more prevalent; as these limitations arise, alternative technologies must replace the standard
silicon technology. Completely disruptive technologies are being researched and among them
carbon nanotubes offer a technology with a unique solution to scaling transistors and intercon-
nects and with the possibility of integration into the well established, current Silicon technology,
in the near future.
Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes in 1991, by Sumio Iijima [13], their many extra-
ordinary properties and applications have been researched closely. Carbon nanotubes (CNT)
can grow up to millimeters in length; however, their diameters are around 1nm to 40nm. These
long thin nanotubes can withstand incredibly high current rates and can be used as both metal
wires and channels of field effect transistors (FET). With these impressive properties, CNTs
can aid the problem of shrinking electronics.
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Figure 1-1: Carbon nanotube cylinders with varying chiralities. (From [1])
1.2 Structure of Carbon Nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes have extraordinary properties and applications on account of their unique
structure. Carbon nanotubes are quantum wires with diameters ranging from approximately
1nm to 40nm and lengths reaching the millimeter range. [14] Such long thin nanotubes are
formed out of flat sheets of hexagonal carbon lattices, called graphene sheets. To lower the large
dangling bond energy of these flat graphene sheets, the sheets roll into cylindrical nanotubes.
Such nanotubes are energetically favorable; the savings in dangling bond energy outweighs the
increased strain energy of the tight cylinders. [15] To eliminate all dangling bonds within the
nanotubes, the ends are usually capped with half a fullerene molecule.
1.2.1 Chirality
The particular roll orientation of a carbon nanotube (CNT) is called the chirality, see Figure
1-1 for examples. The chirality determines both the structure and the properties of a nanotube
and is described by the chiral vector, Ch= n i -±- m a2 , where n and m are integers in a two
dimensional lattice space described by a, and a2. [1]
There are three types of rolls: armchair, zigzag, and chiral as shown in Figure 1-1. Armchair
nanotubes are formed when n=m, and thus, the angle between the chiral vectors is 30 degrees.
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These nanotubes display metal characteristics. Zigzag nanotubes are formed when either n or
m is equal to zero, and chiral nanotubes are created from all other angles. If n+m=3j, where
j is an integer, the CNT forms a small band gap semiconductor and displays semi-metallic
characteristics. The other angles, including zigzag and chiral, form semiconducting CNTs.
The single sheet of graphene, forming a carbon nanotube, limits the number of atomic
standing wave vectors and confines electrons to travel along the nanotube axis. The number of
possible wave vectors for conduction depends on the diameter of the nanotube. With a larger
diameter, there is an increase in carbon atoms around the CNT perimeter and therefore, more
atomic wave vectors exist. These extra wave vectors create additional band states, lowering the
semiconducting band gap energy. Consequently, the diameter of the nanotube is proportional
to Ba1gap Energij. [1] [15] A nanotube with a lattice vector of (n, m)=(10,10) has a band gap
of 0.5-0.65 eV and a diameter of 1.4 nm. With a diameter of approximately 3 nm, the bandgap
energy is approximately equal to k at room temperature.q
Theoretically, if the chirality could be controlled during CNT formation, it would be possible
to change the properties of a nanotube within the growth process. A metal to semiconducting
junction or a junction between two semiconductors of different bandgaps could be made within
the same nanotube. In this way, Schottky barriers could be created within a nanotube. This
change in band structure along a CNT's length can happen if a carbon pentagon-heptagonal pair
is theoretically added as a defect to a nanotube, the addition would change the chirality from
(n,m) to (n-1, m+1) or (n+1, m-1). The defect would case a permutation on the nanotube
infinitely far away. If this control is available in future electronics, wires, diodes, and FET
structures can be created and attached within a carbon nanotube structure, without the need
for separate metal contacts. Presently, such control is impossible and only theoretical; this
CNT characteristics will not be considered in this thesis.
This research and thesis will compare the characteristics of a nanotube's chirality and di-
ameter to specific electronic applications.
1.2.2 Single Walled versus Multi Walled Carbon Nanotubes
The cylindrical carbon nanotubes described above can grow in two forms: multi walled or single
walled. Multi walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) consist of concentric CNT cylinders held
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Figure 1-2: A multi walled carbon nanotube. (From [2])
within each other by van der Waals forces. The distance between shells is approximately 3.4A,
which is the van der Waals distance for two graphite carbon lattices. [15] An example of a
MWCNT is shown in Figure 1-2.
The concentric shells of MWCNTs can differ in their chirality and can consist of both
semiconducting and metallic nanotubes. If a MWCNT consists of both semiconducting and
metallic cylinders, the metallic shells can negate the possible semiconducting properties. As a
consequence, these multi walled carbon nanotubes have limited use in electronics. There is a
process by which MWCNT shells can be eliminated, however, the outer shells are eliminated
first. The elimination process involves large currents being placed on a MWCNT; a large
percentage of the current is transferred down the outermost shell because of its direct contact
with the electrode. Shells can withstand approximately 10 9 A/cm 2 ; however, with a larger
current on a MWCNT, there will be a shell by shell failure due to current induced electrical
breakdown. This breakdown of the outer shells can be seen in Figure 1-3.
Single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT) consist of one graphene cylinder of either a
metallic or a semiconducting nature. Because of the single shell, these nanotubes can be
classified by their properties related to their tube structure. For the rest of this research and
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Figure 1-3: Multi walled carbon nanotubes are shown at the top and single walled carbon
nanotubes are bundled in the second picture. (From [3])
thesis, only SWCNTs will be described, since they are a possible basis for future electronics;
unless otherwise specified, CNT will mean SWCNT.
1.3 Growth Processes
Presently, much of the research involving carbon nanotubes is related to CNT growth and char-
acterization. SWCNTs are difficult to grow. Currently, there are three methods by which to
produce mass quantities of single walled nanotubes with a reasonably high yield: arc-discharge,
chemical vapor deposition (CVD), and laser ablation. All three processes require a transition
metal catalyst, such as Fe, Co, Ni, or Ti, for growth; the size and type of the catalyst, to some
extent, controls the properties of a nanotube. However, none of these three processes can com-
pletely control the nanotube properties; all produce mixtures of metallic and semiconducting
nanotubes with a wide range in CNT lengths and diameters. None of the three methods are
ideal for the electronic industry. Below is a short description of the three processes that create
carbon nanotubes, with micro to millimeter length scales.
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1.3.1 Arc-Discharge
The process of arc-discharge can create large amounts of macroscopic CNTs. [16] In this
process, two graphite rods are placed millimeters apart and are attached to a power supply. At
the moment the power supply is turned on, a spark vaporizes the carbon into a plasma; when
the plasma re-condenses, approximately 30% of it forms nanotubes at catalyst sites. [15] [17]
This process creates very defect free structures; however, the process forms large amounts of
by-products and the CNTs tend to be both multi walled and single walled, placed randomly in
all directions, and the nanotubes are relatively short (; 501pm).
1.3.2 Chemical Vapor Deposition
Endo and Kroto [181 first created CNTs via chemical vapor deposition (CVD); Dai's group
has continued to look closely at the CVD process. [19] [20] [21] To create CNTs via CVD, a
substrate made of a powder-based transition metal catalyst [20 is placed in a heating chamber at
approximately 600*C and hydrocarbon gas, such as methane, is added to the heating chamber.
The gas decomposes and frees carbon atoms; these free carbon atoms can recombine at either
a catalyst site or at the end of a carbon nanotube to increase the length of the nanotubes, see
Figures 1-4 and 1-5.
Dai's group employs this CVD method to control the placement and direction of growth.
The gas flow direction and the catalyst placement, by e-beam lithography, are closely monitored
to help align nanotubes carefully on the substrate. The CVD method can theoretically produce
large quantities of nanotubes at site specific locations. [221 However, this process does have
limitations. CVD introduces more defects into the CNTs than arc-discharge. [17 Also, the
alignment process still has large placement concerns, and chirality is not fully controlled.
1.3.3 Laser Ablation
CVD and laser ablation are the two main processes used to create CNTs for electronics. Laser
ablation was discovered by Smalley's group. [23] A laser pulse is fired at graphite rods that
contain a small amount of Co or Ni to help the carbon condense into SWCNTs. This process
produces a hot carbon gas which condenses into bundles of 70%-90% single walled carbon
nanotubes. [15] By using a particular catalyst, SWCNT can be created with a large percentage
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Figure 1-4: A diagram illustrating SWCNT growth by chemical vapor deposition. (From [4])
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Figure 1-5: Picture of CVD growth from [4]. The bottom bar is a scale of 10 nm in length.
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of similar diameter nanotubes. The diameters can be controlled by changing the reaction
temperature and the catalyst. Typically the yield of carbon CNTs to total carbon processed is
around 70%; however, it is the most expensive of the three processes.
Both the arc-discharge process and the laser ablation process necessitate solid-state carbon
precursors and temperatures reaching up to thousands of degrees Celsius.
1.3.4 Growth Processes Variation
Presently, it is very difficult to achieve uniform diameters among nanotubes. Thus, the prop-
erties of each nanotube must be discovered after fabrication. The uncertainty of whether a
nanotube is metallic or semiconducting creates large problems for circuit application of CNTs
and will be considered in the read only memory chapter of this thesis. This research assumes
some of these problems will be curtailed in the near future, or at least, the process variations
must be controlled before carbon nanotubes can become truly integrated into circuit design
applications.
1.4 Electron Mobility Characteristics in Carbon Nanotubes
Single walled carbon nanotubes have large potential for applications in electronics because of
both their metallic and semiconducting properties and their capability for high current rates.
Electrons and holes have a high current density along the length of a CNT due to the low
scattering rates along the CNT axis. This type of structure is similar to an ideal waveguide.
When an electron or hole moves along the axis of a metallic or semiconducting CNT, the
scattering rates are negligible. The scattering lengths for a carbon nanotube are on the micro
meter length scale, while the relevant electronic distances are in the nanometer range. This is
because of the limited number of impurities and defects in a carbon nanotube structure, and
the lack of interface problems because of the saturated and stable chemical bonds forming the
CNT. Atomic wave vectors create circular standing waves around the core and confine electrons
and holes to travel solely in the axial direction. [15] The stable and saturated carbon-carbon
bonds also limit electro migration in nanotubes; CNTs can carry current around 10 pA/nm2,
while standard metal wires have a current carrying capability around 10 nA/nm2. Thus, carbon
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nanotubes have the ideal current carrying capacity: a quintessential mobility and high electro
migration thresholds. [15]
1.5 Conclusion
Carbon nanotubes offer an intriguing solution to the scaling of silicon electronics. Single walled
carbon nanotubes, with their high carrier mobility and their possible metallic or semiconducting
properties can be used in many electronic applications, such as the channel of transistors and
metal interconnects. This thesis is centered around carbon nanotube applications to field effect
transistors (FET). There continue to be many research groups studying CNT current, growth,
and structure; however, little at this time has been done related to circuit characteristics and
models.
This thesis strives to model semiconducting carbon nanotube FETs to illustrate their po-
tential applications within the electronics industry. Chapter 2 of this thesis models the current
voltage (IV) characteristics of a carbon nanotube transistor in the subthreshold or low voltage
regime. The current in carbon nanotube FETs (CNTFET) is carefully described because it is
due to a completely different physical process than the current within standard silicon devices.
To create a full circuit model for these CNTFET devices, the above threshold IV model is
described along with the capacitive model used in this research to characterize the energy and
delay of CNTFET transistors.
The current models created in this research for CNTFETs are used in circuit structures, such
as a voltage inverter and a read only memory (ROM). The trade-offs associated with different
diameter carbon nanotubes is discussed in terms of voltage inverters. And, the potential benefits
and trade-offs of CNT ROMs are discussed in relation to future generations of lithography
and the possibility of metallic CNTs within the ROM. In general, this thesis models, and
characterizes semiconducting CNT field effect transistors within digital circuit designs.
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Chapter 2
Carbon Nanotubes as Transistors
The transport of electrons and holes in carbon nanotubes (CNT) has been described in Chapter
1: Carbon Nanotubes Structure, Properties, and Growth. Semiconducting single walled CNT
current can be modulated with a voltage and can have similar IV characteristics to a metal
oxide semiconducting field effect transistor (MOSFET). Therefore, these s-CNTs can be used
in FET devices, but with higher current rates and a possibility for better scaling characteristics
compared to Silicon devices.
There are two main types of carbon nanotube FETs differing by their current injection
methods: Schottky barrier FETs [5] [6] [8] [24] [25] [26], and doped CNTFETs, [14] [19]. This
research only models Schottky Barrier (SB) carbon nanotube FETs.
2.1 Schottky Barrier Field Effect Transistors: Fabrication
It has been shown that semiconducting carbon nanotubes can be used as the conducting channel
in Schottky barrier carbon nanotube FETs (CNTFET). [5] [6] [8] [24] [25] [26] [27] [281 To create
such devices, nanotubes are grown on top of a thick silicon dioxide, which is itself on a silicon
wafer. Metal contacts, commonly made of Titanium or Cobalt, are placed over the nanotube
to create source and drain contacts. To form a strong interaction between the metal and the
nanotube, the metal is annealed at 850*C for approximately 100 seconds to form metal carbides.
[29] These high annealing temperatures are acceptable because the carbon nanotube structure
can withstand temperatures up to its melting point of around 3,000*C. [15] When multiple
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Figure 2-1: Diagram of a top gated CNT transistor structure.
metal contacts are laid along the length of a nanotube, many transistors are formed along the
CNT. The length of the nanotube, between two contacts, acts as the channel of a transistor
with metal source and drain. Because of the fixed CNT diameter once a nanotube is grown, the
width of the nanotube cannot be changed to increase the current drive; instead, a transistor's
width and current drive can be increased by adding nanotubes in parallel.
A metal gate, in contrast to a MOSFET's poly Silicon gate, is used to modulate the electronic
band structure of the source, drain, and carbon nanotube through a thin gate oxide. The metal
gate and oxide must overlap slightly with the source and drain contacts. This overlap limits the
area savings of CNTFETs because of the lithographic pitch requirements between the metal
gate and the metal source and drain contacts and vias. The current is regulated by the gate
to source and gate to drain interactions. Figure 2-1 is a theoretical illustration of a carbon
nanotube FET structure. The structure resembles that of a MOSFET, but the nanotube is the
channel for conduction. The structure and operation of CNTFETs will be given below.
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2.2 Schottky Barrier Field Effect Transistors: Operation
Background
To understand the operation of a Schottky barrier CNTFET, the energy band diagram for the
structure should be studied. At the intersection between the metal carbide contacts and the
semiconducting carbon nanotube, Schottky barriers axe created. The energy band diagrams in
Figure 2-2 illustrate this situation. The current in CNTFETs is from the tunneling of carriers
through the Schottky barriers. The type of metal for the contacts is chosen so that its work
function forces the metal Fermi Level to lie between the valance and conduction band of the
CNT, hopefully lining up approximately in the center of the s-CNT's energy band. The work
function for Al is 4.2eV and Ti is 3.9eV; these are similar to the work function of a CNT with
a diameter of 1.4nm (;4.5 eV). [12] Titanium is used most frequently because of its stable
carbide. [15] For the strongest nanotube to contact interactions, the contact is best placed at
the end of a nanotube, because of possible loose carbon-carbon bonds within the tube structure.
However, if many transistors are placed along the length of a nanotube, tube-end contacts are
not always possible.
At sufficiently short channel lights, the CNT channel can become ballistic and hence, the
metal contact resistance and the Schottky barriers at the source and drain ends limit the
current drive through the nanotube. Thus, a low contact resistance, such as that of Titanium,
is desirable. Presently, the control of the metal contacts to carbon nanotubes is not consistent
and the tunneling current levels between transistors can vary greatly, even on the order of
magnitude. This problem must be addressed before mass numbers of CNT circuits can be
realized.
Operation
Typically, CNTFETs are pFETs. When a negative voltage is applied between the drain and
source, the band structure, of the CNT, is modulated to account for the drain to source voltage
(Vd,) as shown in Figure 2-2.
When a small negative gate to source voltage is applied, a CNTFET is in the subthreshold
regime. With a negative gate voltage applied, the Schottky barrier width at the source is
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Figure 2-2: Illustration of band diagrams for a Schottky barrier CNT transistor in the 'off' and
'on' states, respectively. (From [5].)
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Figure 2-3: Subthreshold band diagrams for Schottky barrier transistors related to the Id versus
Vgs graph.
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Figure 2-4: Id versus V, subthreshold characteristics for a p-type transitor, with a channel
length of 300nm and a gate oxide thickness (t0 ), HfO 2 , of 20nm. The subthreshold character-
istics do not vary largely with Vd, and the subthreshold slope, S, remains relatively constant
with temperature. (From [5])
modulated, allowing for holes to tunnel through the valence band and pass unimpeded to the
drain. This state is illustrated in of Figure 2-2 b. The thickness of the source Schottky barrier
at the metal Fermi level decreases exponentially with an increasing gate to source voltage.
Thus, the tunneling current through the Schottky barrier increases exponentially, inversely to
the barrier thickness. See Figure 2-3 for the exponential current-voltage (IV) characteristics
of the subthreshold regime. The Id versus Vg, graphs do not differ greatly with a changing
Vd, because the drain voltage does not significantly control the source Schottky barrier. This
exponential current relation can be seen in the Figure 2-4.
If the gate voltage increases in the opposite direction, with a positive Vgs, the same effect
will occur due to the Schottky Barrier on the opposite side of the s-CNT energy band; however,
since the metal Fermi level is further away from the conduction band, a larger gate voltage is
needed to achieve similar current levels. See Figure 2-5 to explain how a CNTFET can act
as an ambipolar device-both an n-channel and a p-channel transistor depending on the FET
voltages. Also, to note about CNTFET devices is, if the metal work function is varied, the
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Figure 2-5: Conductance changes as the work function of the drain and source metals are varied
to the band gap of the semiconducting CNT. Also, these graphs note how current increases if
an opposite gate voltage is applied. (From [6])
graph of the Ids, versus Vgs curves are shifted horizontally on the voltage axis as shown in Figure
2-5.
The transistor threshold voltage, where the device acts similarly to an 'on' MOSFET, is
reached when the metal source Fermi level is approximately even with the valence or conduction
band of the s-CNT, in a p-channel or n-channel respectively. If the gate voltage continues to
increase above this threshold, the Schottky barrier thickness at the source will remain constant
and the current will not continue to increase exponentially. Above the threshold voltage, the
current will only increase linearly with Vd,. See Figure 2-6 along with Figure 2-7 to show this
effect.
Above the CNTFET threshold voltage, the current voltage characteristics look very similar
to a MOSFET's IV characteristics; the current increases linearly with Vd,; and, when the barrier
at the drain is completely eliminated, the FET current saturates. A saturated SB-CNTFETs
has very little slope on the Id versus Vds graph, unlike short channel MOSFETs.
The start of the saturation regime is dependent on the gate to source and the drain to
source voltages. By studying the energy bands shown in Figure 2-6, it can be seen that the
band modulation from Vd, has to be greater or equal to the band modulation due to Vg, for
CNTFETs that use Titanium for the source, drain, and gate. In most electronic applications,
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Figure 2-8: Energy band bending of a CNTFET is larger with a thinner gate oxide. (From [71)
the gate to source voltage does not surpass the drain to source voltage. Thus, CNTFETs will
be in the linear (triode) or the subthreshold regime and will not enter saturation.
In Schottky barrier devices, it is beneficial to have the gate voltage modulate the tunneling
barrier at the source end as strongly as possible. To achieve this, the gate-channel capacitance
must be very high (at the moment SiO 2 oxides range in thickness around 1-10nm and high r,
dielectrics, such as ZrO 2, have been used to lower this capacitance [21]), see Figure 2-8. Many
types of dielectrics can be used in carbon nanotube FETs. All carbon-carbon bonds are satisfied
in carbon nanotubes and as a consequence, they have no interface states associated with oxides.
In this research, IBM data is used to model the current in CNTFETs. The model will be
described in the following chapters of this thesis.
2.3 Carbon Nanotube Transistor Width
If large current rates are needed in CNTFETs, the nanotube diameters cannot be increased.
To increase the transistor width, nanotubes can be added in parallel under a shared metallic
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gate, see Figure 2-1. Thus, the width of a CNTFET can not be increased linearly, but rather
the width is quantized by the number of nanotubes in parallel.
Multiple nanotubes can be placed in close proximity, sharing the same metallic gate; how-
ever, the nanotubes cannot be placed directly next to or on top of each other. The gate
capacitance limits the proximity of these parallel nanotubes. If carbon nanotubes are placed
too close to each other, capacitive screening of the gate, from neighboring CNTs, will become
a problem. [26] More capacitance related issues will be discussed in Chapter 4: Capacitance,
Energy, and Delay of Subthreshold CNTFETs.
2.4 P-Channel versus N-Channel Schottky barrier CNTFETs
It was mentioned previously that CNTFET current is a result of hole or electron tunneling
through the source and drain contact Schottky barriers, depending on the gate and drain
voltages. In all of the band diagrams previously described, the current is the product of holes
tunneling through the Schottky barrier on the valance band. However, if the gate and source
are given large positive voltages, electrons will begin to tunnel through the Schottky barrier at
the conduction band edge, to create an n-channel transistor. Thus, a CNTFET can act as both
an n-channel and a p-channel transistor depending on the voltages; this type of device is called
an ambipolar transistor.
Theoretically, if the work function of the source metal were aligned directly with the middle
of the s-CNT, the current would be perfectly symmetrical for holes and electrons around a
certain gate to source and gate to drain voltage. As the voltages increase, in either direction, the
FET will act as either a p-channel transistor or an n-channel transistor with equal, but opposite
characteristics. This is because short CNTs have ballistic current and therefore, the mobility
for holes and electrons is essentially the same. This fact must be taken into consideration
when sizing transistors: the standard MOSFET assumption, that PMOS transistors must be
2-3 times as wide in as NMOS transistors, is not applicable in this case. CNT n-channel and
p-channel transistors will be sized symmetrically. This fact will help in complementary logic
style circuit designs.
If the source Fermi level lines-up closer to the CNT valence band, a carbon nanotube
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transistor will have better p-type characteristics. Changing the relation of the metal Efermi to
the s-CNT band gap effects the thickness of the Schottky barrier and therefore, influences the
tunneling rate of holes or electrons and changes the current characteristics. At first glance, if
the work function of the metal were changed to line-up with the valence band of the CNT, one
would assume a perfect ohmic contact and an ideal p-channel transistor. However, a Schottky
barrier is created at the junction independent of the metal work function. [7]
The CNTFETs created by IBM have better p-channel characteristics because of the work
function of Ti in relation to the CNT energy band. However, better n-channel characteristics
can be achieved by shifting the line-up of the source Fermi level with the CNT band gap.
This shifting can happen through either an annealing or a doping process. Below is a short
description of these two processes.
2.4.1 Annealing
If CNT transistors, with better PFET characteristics (p-channel transistors), are vacuum an-
nealed, they can be converted to better n-channel CNTFETs. In the annealing process, ab-
sorbed oxygen is driven out of the contact region; this process shifts the metal Fermi level up
in relation to the CNT band gap and thus, lowers the Schottky barrier at the conduction band
edge. In turn, the electron tunneling current increases and the device has better n-channel char-
acteristics. Graphically, the annealing process moves the Id,-Vgs curve toward more negative
gate voltages; however, it does not change the shape of the curve; see Figure 2-9. Physically,
annealing removes the oxygen from the contact, which changes the surface potential of the
metal contacts to the CNT band gap. This process is reversible; if the CNT is exposed to air,
the original IV characteristics will return.
2.4.2 Doping with Alkali Metals
Doping nanotubes with an alkali metal, such as potassium, has the same result as the annealing
process; transistors can be made to have better p- or n-channel properties by graphically shifting
the IV characteristics of a Schottky barrier transistor. Physically, potassium can be used to
adjust the s-CNT bandgap in relation to the source and drain metal Fermi levels. Doping does
not lead to intrinsic CNTs, instead doping shifts the current versus gate voltage curves, as can
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be seen from the graphs in Figures 2-10 and 2-11.
2.4.3 Conclusion
Ambipolar Schottky barrier CNTFETs can be used as both p-channel and n-channel FETs
depending on the relative drain, gate and source voltages. If the transistors are doped or
annealed, their IV characteristics can be shifted towards better p-type or n-type transistors.
This shift can be used to the advantage of a circuit designer if there are precise process controls.
2.5 CNTFET Scaling
The carbon nanotube transistor devices described in this chapter are similar in structure and
IV characteristics to MOSFETs, however, they have certain properties that make them viable
candidates for future technologies. CNTFETs have ballistic transport, ambipolar voltage char-
acteristics, and increased scaling ability. MOSFETs scale in dimension to increase speed and
density and to lower power. However, fundamental scaling limits are going to constrain future
Silicon devices. Currently increased device performance and lower power are achieved by scal-
ing all dimensions and characteristics by a>1. The following describes the generalized scaling
methodology for MOSFETs.
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MOSFET scaling is causing more severe problems with each future generation. Carbon
nanotube transistors are immune from some of the same scaling constraints. The current levels
in a CNTFET do not depend on the channel length. Thus, in comparison to MOSFETs, there is
no channel length minimization or subsequent substrate doping problems. Also, in MOSFETs,
the gate oxide thickness has already entered the nanometer range; channel scattering from the
rough oxide interface and tunneling through the thin oxide are becoming prevalent problems.
Carbon nanotube transistors do not have these difficulties; all chemical bonds are satisfied in a
CNT and thus, there are fewer oxide to channel interface problems. A multitude of oxides can be
placed on the nanotubes and thus, many high-K dielectrics can be incorporated into CNTFETs
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to reduce the tunneling currents. And, the nanotube, in essence, protects the conducting
channel form any interface problems; ballistic transport can continue in a CNT independent of
the oxide.
2.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, complementary transistors can be created along the length of a carbon nanotube.
And thus, intermolecular devices are possible. Certain aspects of these CNTFETs make them
strong candidates for future electronics. Carbon nanotube FET devices do not have problems
with short channel effects, there is no electro migration, the breakdown is very high. And,
the NFET and PFET devices are symmetrical, which is ideal for CMOS structures. These
characteristics leave CNTFETs as a viable option for future technology generations.
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Chapter 3
Subthreshold Carbon Nanotube
Field Effect Transistors
The portable electronics industry has expanded dramatically in the recent years. With this
increase, there has been a focus on lower power applications. Future technologies, such as
carbon nanotube transistors must accommodate and follow these low power trends.
Scaling down the supply voltage of electronics decreases the power quadratically. Weak
inversion or subthreshold circuit operation allows the ultimate in voltage supply scaling; the
supply voltage is lower than the threshold voltage of a transistor; thus, the transistor 'on' to 'off'
current ratio is small. Such logic MOSFET subthreshold circuits have been tested functional
down to approximately 180mV. [30] The threshold voltage of carbon nanotube transistors will
scale down when the gate oxide and the gate work function decrease or the CNT diameter is
increased. The CNT diameter is not linked with technology scaling. Therefore, the threshold
voltage will probably not scale as fast as the supply voltages and CNTFETs will have to
operate in the low voltage, subthreshold regime. It is also important to research CNTFETs in
the subthreshold regime because of their future operation at low voltages and the disparity in
CNTFET low voltage characteristics from MOSFET subthreshold IV characteristics. Because
of this difference, this chapter will look closely at the subthreshold characteristics of CNTFETs.
An important metric in subthreshold design is the ratio of on-current to off-current (IonIof f).
This ratio characterizes the difference in current between a closed and open switch, or a transis-
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tor with an 'on' voltage versus 'off' voltage on the control gate. A large ratio of leakage currents,
Ion:Ioff, will give functionality in digital logic design. Carbon nanotubes have a varying Ion:Ioff
ratio, depending on the nanotube structure and properties.
Many low power applications, such as hearing aids, trade performance for power savings;
the 'off' current is a crucial factor in lowering the power. The 'on' or high current is still an
important metric in subthreshold design. Carbon nanotubes have very high current because of
their ballistic transport and their limited electron and hole scattering. Therefore, CNTs have
the ability to increase performance while adhering to lower power requirements in subthreshold
circuits.
The Ion in MOSFETs decreases exponentially as the supply voltage is lowered; the same
is true in carbon nanotube transistors. However, compared to MOSFETs, the off-current in
CNTFETs continues to decrease as the voltage across the FET from drain to source decreases.
Thus, as the supply voltage is lowered in CNTFETs, the ratio of Ion:Ioff can remain large for
certain circuits.
This research will model, using Matlab, CNT Schottky barrier (SB) transistors in the low
voltage, subthreshold regime from data given by Appenzeller at TJ Watson Research Center,
IBM. The Matlab model will be used to determine the functionality of future subthreshold
CNTFETs in digital design, accounting for changing nanotube properties and process variations.
3.1 Subthreshold CNTFET Current
CNTFETs can act as ambipolar transistors, however, the IBM data given are for CNTFETs
acting as n-channel transistors. In this research, an assumption is made that a carbon nanotube
transistor has symmetric current drives for holes and electrons around a minimum current.
Also, as was previously described, the source and drain Fermi levels can be moved in relation
to the CNT band gap. With this fact, n-channel and p-channel IV characteristics can be equal
for the absolute value of the applied voltages, Vdrarinsourcel (IVds) and IVgate-sourcel (IVgs1).
This result is based on the physical understanding that carbon nanotube channels conduct
ballistically at the length ranges in question and, as a result, both electrons and holes have the
same velocity. This means that p-channel or n-channel transistors can have the same current
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levels when their widths and process variations are equal and the Vg, and Vd, are equal and of
opposite sign.
3.1.1 Current versus VGate-Source Characteristics
It was described in Chapter 2 that the subthreshold current of a CNTFET increases exponen-
tially as the thickness of the Schottky barrier at the source decreases. In this section, the Id
versus Vgate-source characteristics will be discussed and modeled.
Minimum Current
The exponential current-voltage (Id versus Vg,) relationship of subthreshold CNTFETs is also
seen in MOS transistors. However, there is a large difference in the IV characteristics between
CNT and MOS transistors; the minimum current of a CNTFET does not occur at V9 ,=0 Volts,
as it does for MOSFETs; instead, the minimum current occurs at Vs,= . This is true for all
Schottky barrier CNTFETs that have the same metal used for the gate, drain, and source and
transistors that are not doped. The minimum voltage will remain at V,= independent
of the metal work function; however, a work function or metal change will greatly effect the
current level at the minimum voltage.
The total current in a carbon nanotube transistor depends on the tunneling currents of
both holes and electrons through the source and the drain SBs. The minimum current occurs
when the energy band bending at the SBs is minimum and therefore, when both the hole and
electron currents are minimized. To minimize the CNT band bending at the SBs, the voltage
drop from Vd. is split between the source and drain Schottky barriers. As can be seen in Figure
3-1, when one of the Schottky barriers becomes thinner, by a change in Vgs, the electron or
hole tunneling current starts to increase exponentially through the respective Schottky Barrier.
This minimum CNT transistor current and the exponential subthreshold characteristics can
be noted in the subthreshold current data in Figure 3-2, courtesy of Joerg Appenzeller at IBM
TJ Watson. The data, in Figure 3-2, illustrate the current-voltage characteristics for two n-
channel devices made with different diameter (Dt) carbon nanotubes, 1.3nm and 2.5nm. The
gate oxide, in both devices, is 2nm thick (t0x=2nm) and the metal source and drain Fermi levels
match with the mid-band of the carbon nanotube.
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Figure 3-1: Picture A represents the band modulation of a transistor with the least current;
the Vd, voltage is split evenly between the source to channel and drain to channel and thus the
Schottky barriers are thickest and the current is at a minimum. In picture B, the band diagrams
illustrate a transistor that is 'on', with a larger negative gate voltage. The hole tunneling current
from the source is orders of magnitude larger than the electron tunneling current from the drain.
In both A and B, the arrows represent the hole and electron tunneling currents. The relative
size of these arrows represents the relative size of the tunneling currents.
The model created in this research models the minimum current for devices with t,.=2nm
and EFermi-metal = ECNTmidbandgap by the following equations:
Dn = 6.96 * 10-20 exp{9.17 * Dt(nm)}, where Dt is the CNT diameter is nanometers.
Id-min imum = Dn exp(hn IVds ), where h, is a constant dependent on the drain control level,
that will be explained in a later section of this chapter.
No Potential Difference across a CNTFET
The graphs in Figure 3-2 do not illustrate the current for when the drain to source voltage
falls to zero volts (Vd,=OV). Assuming a large gate to source voltage (Vg,) and a nonzero
Vd,, a current will flow; however, with no voltage difference from the source to the drain, no
potential difference will exists across the structure and the current will fall suddenly to zero
amps. Conversely, with even a slight source to drain voltage, the current will jump to the values
illustrated by the data. This jump occurs suddenly because holes and electrons will tunnel
between the source and drain, until there is no potential difference across the transistor. Thus,
the hole and electron tunneling currents will continue until no potential exists and Vd,=OV.
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Figure 3-2: Subthreshold IV characteristics. Graph A: CNT Diameter (Dt) =1.3nm. Graph
B: Dt=2.5nm. Both FET devices have a mid-band gap line up and an oxide thickness of
2nm (t,,.,jd,=2nm.) and titanium source, drain and gate contacts. Data obtained from Joerg
Appenzeller at IBM. 43
Changing Diameters
It can be observed from the graphs in Figure 3-2 that the current changes dramatically with
a change in nanotube diameter. It was described in Chapter 1: Carbon Nanotubes Structure,
Properties, and Growth that the energy bandgap of a CNT is inversely proportional to the
nanotube diameter (Egapa1iame r). With a smaller CNT energy bandgap (larger diameter),
the Schottky barrier (SB) formed at the metal contact will be smaller if the metal Fermi level
is equal to the mid bandgap of the CNT. The smaller SB, will lead to an exponentially larger
tunneling current. However, this fact also means that the off-current will be much larger
because the Schottky barriers for both electrons and holes will be smaller. This creates a
trade-off between the performance and the on- to off-current ratio.
Another aspect of the CNT Egap being inversely proportional to the diameter is that the
threshold voltage varies. The threshold voltage of a CNTFET occurs when the CNT valence
or conduction band is equal to the Fermi energy at the metal source, for a PFET or NFET
respectively. Because the band gap is smaller for a large diameter nanotube, the threshold
voltage will be reached sooner and be smaller in magnitude. Figure 3-2 illustrates the difference
in IV characteristics for different diameter nanotubes.
3.2 Matlab Model
3.2.1 Idrain versus Vgate-,orce Model
A Matlab model is created in this research to simulate the IV characteristics of a CNTFET.
The overall CNTFET model is formed with a theoretical understanding of CNTFETs and with
the IBM IV measurements given in Figure 3-2. Graphs of Id versus Vg, characteristics from
the Matlab model, are shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4 for n-channel transistors and in Figure
3-5 for a p-channel transistor. Because EFermi-metal = ECNTmidbandgap is an assumption in
this model, the p-channel current characteristics are equal to the n-channel IV data, except the
voltages are negated. These figures also illustrate the differences between CNTFETs of varying
nanotube diameter.
The model is characterized by the minimum current at d, the threshold voltage, and2t
the exponential subthreshold current. The following expressions illustrate the current for an
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n-channel transistor.
VThreshold ={-0.125 * (Dt/2)} + 0.6625
Vmin = 2
Dn = 6.96 * 10-20 exp(9.17 * Dt)
Id-min = Dn exp(hn I Vd, ), where hn is a constant depending on the process variations
Inchannel = Id-min exp(an IVg, - Vminl), where an is a function of to0 ie and the CNT
diameter.
The model fit to the original data is shown in Figure 3-6.
The p-channel transistor follows the same expressions except the voltages are negated.
The CNTFET subthreshold regime occurs between the two threshold voltage points oc-
curring because of the CNTFET ambipolar characteristics. The threshold voltage points are
equal distance from the minimum voltage. The distance from the minimum to the threshold
is 6Vsub(Vs) = (VThreshold - Vmin). In Figure 3-3, the two threshold points can only be see for
Vd = 0.5V because 6Vub is smallest and {Vmin - 6Vsub(Vs = 0.5V)} > {Vg, = OV}.
Non Idealities in Model
In an ideal subthreshold CNT transistor, the gate fully controls the source to channel tunneling
barrier and thus, the total IV characteristics of the subthreshold FET. However, the gate
does not have an ideal control over the source; instead, the drain to source voltage has some
control over the source Schottky barrier and therefore, the IV characteristics of the device. The
strength of the gate control over the source Schottky barrier (SB) depends on the CNTFET
channel length and contact process variations. More carbon-carbon bonds broken during the
contact annealing process will ensure a better nanotube to contact control. There is a large
spread between the drain control versus gate control of different devices within and between
research groups; this research considers the spread in terms of the IV model and the circuit
structures presented. The drain control versus gate control is accounted for in the hn value. The
hn value extrapolated from the data is considered the original hn value. When hn is larger than
the original, the gate has a weaker control and the drain has a stronger control over the source
SB; when h, is small or nonexistent, the drain has no control over the source tunneling current
and the gate voltage completely controls the subthreshold FET IV characteristics. Figure 3-7
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Figure 3-3: Matlab model's Id versus Vg, graphs for diameters of 1.3nm and 2.5nm. Details
illustrate the threshold votlages and the SVsub values.
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Figure 3-4: Matlab model of Id versus Vgs on a linear-linear plot. The threshold voltage of the
larger diameter tubes is visible in the bottom graph. Vdd=O.4V
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Figure 3-5: Matlab model's absolute value of Id versus Vds graph for a p-channel transistor with
a CNT diameter of 1.9nm. The current is equal to an identically sized n-channel transistor with
a negated Vd, value.
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Figure 3-6: The subthreshold model (bold lines) overlayed over the original data.
shows the difference between the original h, level (given from the IBM data) and a high h,
level for a CNT with a diameter of 1.9nm.
Using the Matlab model, this research will illustrate the circuit differences associated with
changing diameter and h, levels within CNT devices. This research will look at devices around
and below the threshold voltage, focusing on subthreshold devices.
3.2.2 Current versus VDrain-Source Model
Using the Matlab model created for this research and shown in the section above, the current
versus drain to source voltage can be studied. As was described above, at Vd8=OV, the current
will suddenly drop to zero. This is not seen in the graphs because, the current model equations
do not account for the discontinuity at Vd,=OV. However, this discontinuity can easily be
accounted for in this research, as described in section 3.3.1. In section 3.3.1, it is stated that
if an inverter's NFET and PFET I-Vost graphs cross at Vout equals Vdd or ground, the output
voltage for an inverter will be just below or above the power supply rails, respectively.
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Figure 3-7: Illustration from Matlab model of Id versus V9., graphs with changing drain control
(ha) values. CNT diameter is 1.9nm.
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The Id versus Vd, curves have an interesting crossover illustrated in Figure 3-8. This can
be explained by relating the Id-Vd. curves to the Id-Vg, curves. In Figure 3-3, at V,, =0
Volts, there is a large difference between the current for differing Vd, curves; this leads to a
large I versus Vd, slope. If Vg,=O.lV is studied on the Id versus V., graph, any graph with
a Vd, ;0.1V, will have a very little change in current from Vg,=O.lV and thus, the slope of
the Id versus Vd, graph will be relatively flat; however, once Vd,>O.lV, the current increases
dramatically with varying Vd,. With Vd, ;> ", the current levels do not change as drastically
and the Id-Vd, graph is relatively flat. In these Id versus Vd, graphs, a changing drain control
(ha) parameter will create a change in the slope for the Id-Vd, curve, as shown in Figures 3-8
and 3-9.
3.3 Inverter
To illustrate and quantify the operation of a subthreshold SB CNTFET in digital circuit design,
theoretical inverter structures are simulated out of the Matlab transistor models shown above.
Figure 3-10 displays the inverter structure for a complementary CNTFET inverter.
3.3.1 Voltage Transfer Characteristics of an Inverter
To study quantitatively an inverter structure, both transistor's IV characteristics must be closely
studied, in terms of the inverter's input and output voltages. If Id versus Vos simulated data,
for both inverter transistors, are graphs on the same axis, the output versus input voltage
characteristics of the inverter can be obtained. The output voltage is found from the intersection
of the PFET and NFET curves with a common Vi,. If the curves cross near the edge of the
supply voltage range, where the current dramatically falls to zero, the model assumes the
output voltage to be just below the supply voltage or above the ground voltage; this follows the
assumption that the current drops to zero directly at Vd,=O. Voltage transfer characteristic
(VTC) Curves give a quantitative illustration of the robustness of a digital inverter. Figure 3-11
gives examples of VTC curves for various diameter CNTFETs at Vdd= 0.2V, which is below
threshold for all devices modeled in this research.
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Figure 3-8: Current versus drain to source voltage for a CNTFET with a CNT diameter of
1.3nm and a changing drain control versus gate control level, h". Low h" in the top graph,
gives little slope to the high Vg,, lines. With a higher h, in the second graph, the lines have a
much larger slope.
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Figure 3-9: Id versus Vd, characteristics for a 2.5nm diameter CNT, in a Matlab modeled
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high, h, = 20.0, levels respectively.
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Figure 3-10: Inverter structure composed of both an NFET and a PFET transistor.
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Figure 3-11: The voltage transfer characteristics for various diameter CNT transistors. (D=
1.3nm, 1.9nm, and 2.5nm) The shaded area represents less than 10%Vdd and more than 90%
Vdd.
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Changing CNTFET Diameter
An inverter's VTC curves change in relation to the diameter of the carbon nanotube channel.
It can be noted from Figure 3-11 that as the CNT diameter increases in a CNTFET inverter,
the noise margin and voltage swing shrink. This is because of the small E,,p and In:Ioff in
large diameter nanotubes.
In a physical sense, the Ioff of a large diameter NFET will become more substantial in
proportion to the PFET's I,,; this will bring down an inverter's 'high' output voltage. For
smaller diameter CNTFETs, the same effect occurs, however, the Ion:Iof f ratio is so large, that
the increase in NFET off-current does not substantially effect the VTC characteristics. Thus,
as the nanotube diameter increases, the In:Iff ratio drops and the voltage swing decreases.
Figure 3-12 illustrates an example of high to low output voltage swing for changing CNT
diameters.
In Figure 3-11, the CNTFETs with diameters equal to 1.3nm and 1.9nm have impressive
voltage transfer characteristics. The noise margins are large and the high and low voltages
are above 90% and below 10% of the supply voltage, respectively. For optimum digital circuit
implementation of any transistors, an inverter's output voltage should swing at least lower than
10% of Vdd and more than 90% of Vdd. The VTC curve for the 2.5nm diameter nanotube does
not swing beyond 10% and 90% of Vdd and the noise margin is smaller. In this case, the large
voltage swing of small diameter nanotubes is a trade-off for high on-current and performance
of larger diameter nanotubes.
A circuit designer can use the CNT diameter trade-off to benefit and satisfy the general
chip level power and performance requirements.
Changing Supply Voltage
Lowering the supply voltage of circuits has a quadratic power savings. In subthreshold MOSFET
transistors, lowering the voltage supply will limit the output voltage swing. This is not always
the case for the CNT subthreshold FET's model in this research. This fact makes supply
voltage scaling theoretically very possible in subthreshold CNTFETs. Figure 3-13, shows the
VTC curves of CNTFETs as the Vdd is scaled from 0.6V-0.2V. Below 0.2V, the VTC curves
remain similar to the Vdd=0.2V characteristics.
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Figure 3-12: High and low limits for the output votlage swing of an inverter versus the CNT
diameter, for Vdd=0.4V.
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Figure 3-13: Model VTC curves at varying supply voltage levels Vdd=[ 0.6V, O.4V, 0.2V] As
the supply voltage is lowered, CNTFETs continue to keep similar and large voltage swing for
various diameter tubes. The dotten circles illustrate the output voltage swing away from the
Vdd and ground rails with large diameter nanotubes.
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Figure 3-14: The band diagrams in A represent the maximum output voltage state. The NFET
current is at a minimum and, therefore, the output voltage is at a maximum. B represents the
output voltage when Vi,,=OV; thus, V0 st is high, but less than VOst for case A.
As can be seen from Figure 3-13, for larger diameter CNT devices and with a large Vdd,
the output voltage swings toward the middle of the supply voltage range, at the edge of the
input supply voltage range. This is different from MOSFET devices. This observation is a
consequence of the minimum current level existing at Vg,= Vds and not Vg,=OV for CNTFETs.
If a zero input voltage is placed on an inverter, the output voltage should rise to approximately
the supply voltage (~Vdd). The output will be highest when the NFET device has the least
current. This minimum current occurs when Vgs = , when the electron and hole currents
are minimized and the energy bands are modulated evenly between the source-to-channel and
drain-to-channel, as can be seen in Figure 3-14. If the gate voltage is brought to zero volts,
the Schottky Barrier for holes decreases in thickness on the NFET and the hole tunneling rate
increases, causing an increased current and thus, the output node to drop in voltage.
The effect of a decreasing voltage swing at the end of the input supply range can be shown
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Figure 3-15: V0 st versus V 2 for an inverter structure, can be concluded using the load lines
(Id versus V0.st curves). Here, V0st is found for Vi 1s=OV and Vis=.1V.
graphically using the Matlab model. Figure 3-15 illustrates the fact that with a Vjn=OV, the
output voltage is lower than for a larger Vis, because of the lower NFET current for a higher
yin.
3.4 Process Variations
3.4.1 Varying Nanotube Diameter
Presently, carbon nanotube growth has large process variations. The exact diameter of a
nanotube cannot be completely dictated by the growth process. There are even differences in
diameters between nanotubes grown within the same batch process. From a circuit designer's
perspective, this process variation is hard to account for in design. The difference in nanotube
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VTC Curves for Changing Diameters
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Figure 3-16: When the CNT diameter changes between the two transistors in an inverter, the
inverter will not function properly. Here, the VTC curve illustrates the inability of an inverter
to pull the output node high.
IV characteristics can change drastically with a small change in diameter as noted previously in
this chapter. For example, even metallic nanotubes can be interspersed among semiconducting
nanotubes; metallic CNTs cannot be used in CNTFETs. Metallic nanotubes leave a CNTFET
ineffective and therefore, they will be neglected in this analysis.
To compare different diameter s-CNTFETs quantitatively, even within the same inverter
structure, voltage transfer characteristics (VTC) curves are compared and contrasted. Figure
3-16 shows the VTC curve for an inverter composed of two different diameter transistors, the
NFET has a diameter, Dt=1.9nm and the PFET has Dt=1.3nm. The output of the inverter
structure never pulls high because the NFETs Ioff is in the same order of magnitude as the I",
for the small diameter PFET. From this result, it is important to realized that, if carbon nan-
otube circuits are going to be constructed in mass production, the diameter of the nanotubes is
going to have to be tightly controlled. If the diameter between nanotubes cannot be completely
controlled, it leads to the conclusion that transistors, within a digital circuit structure, should
be laid along the length of one nanotube. With all transistors along the same nanotubes, within
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a logic circuit, the circuit will have a higher percent of functionality. For example, a complemen-
tary NAND gate, should have all 4 transistors along the same nanotubes. The ratio of currents
can vary between other NAND gates on other CNTs, however the ratio of currents within a
NAND gate will remain relatively the same. If the diameter changes between transistors, in
the NAND gate, the off current of the PFETs can exceed the on-current of the NFETs. This
design, along one nanotubes, leads to design requirements and large wiring considerations to
connect transistors lengthwise.
3.4.2 Changing Drain Control versus Gate Control (ha)
An increasing drain-control (ha) level means that the gate to source voltage does not control the
subthreshold current completely. A changing h. level can be a consequence of process variations
such as a changing oxide thickness or varying metal contact to nanotube interactions. Both of
these variations change the source to gate interaction. The contact to nanotube dictates the
current voltage characteristics because, as was described earlier, the intrinsic CNT does not
control the current. Presently, the contact to nanotube interactions are variable and change
greatly between contacts, even along the length of one CNT. Without control of the h, level,
the output voltage range can vary dramatically between transistors. Compare the VTC Curves
in Figure 3-17 to the curves in Figure 3-11. Figure 3-18 compares the changing output voltage
ranges for different h, values as a function of CNT diameter. If there is a difference in h,
within the two transistors of an inverter, the VTC curves can very dramatically. One example
is shown in Figure 3-19. Large differences in VTC characteristics and current measurements
can be due to small changes in CNT diameter or contacts; these results can affect the circuit
design, power, and performance requirements dramatically. Such process variations must be
curtailed before mass production can exist for Schottky barrier subthreshold circuits.
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VTC Curves for Large hnValues
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Figure 3-17: With the addition of large h, values, the output voltage swing will not be more
than 10% to 90% of the supply voltage. The larger the tube diameter, the more effect h. has
on the output swing.
Output Voltage
Original hn NFET and PFET (solid line)
No hn NFET and PFET (dashed line)
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Figure 3-18: The output voltage swing varying by drain-control and carbon nanotube diameter.
The more drain-control, the less voltage swing is possible on an inverter's output voltage.
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Figure 3-19: A VTC curve, illustrating the potential effect of different h"
NFET and PFET transistors within an inverter.
levels between the
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Chapter 4
Capacitance, Energy, and Delay of
Subthreshold CNTFETs
In this thesis, a model has been created to demonstrate the current and voltage characteristics
of subthreshold CNTFETs, along with their applications to inverter structures. This chapter
will give a more thorough explanation of carbon nanotube transistors in circuit designs, by
studying the capacitance, delay, energy, and power characteristics of subthreshold CNTFETs.
4.0.3 Capacitance
In order to find the delay and energy characteristics of a carbon nanotube FET device, the
capacitance of the transistors must be ascertained. The main types of capacitances are the gate
capacitance (Cgate), the drain to bulk capacitance (Cdb), the overlap capacitance (Coveriap), and
the Miller capacitance (CMiller). [31]
Gate Capacitance
Looking first at the gate capacitance, a nanotube is grown on a thick silicon dioxide and
then surrounded by a thin gate oxide (assumed to be SiO 2 in this research, with E,.= 3.9
). A metallic gate rests on the thin oxide, creating a coaxial capacitance structure with the
nanotube at the center, shown in A of Figure 4-1; however, because the nanotube lays directly
on the bulk oxide, the actual capacitance is described by B in Figure 4-1. Also, the metal gate
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extends not just over the nanotube, but over the width of the transistor, which is dictated by
the lithographic specifications for minimum metal width and minimum via size. Because of the
large metal gate width, the gate to bulk or back-gate capacitance must also be considered.
In the gate capacitance measurements here, the nanotube will be treated as an equipotential
metal. The gate capacitance of a MOSFET depends on the existence and size of the conducting
channel; therefore, the capacitance depends on the region of operation for the transistor. This
is not the case in a CNTFET. The conducting channel of a CNTFET, is the carbon nanotube
itself and thus, the channel exists independently of the FET operation. If no current is flowing,
which only happens when there is no potential different across the transistor, the channel will
be considered an insulator and the gate capacitance will only consist of the parallel plate
capacitance from the gate metal to the back gate. However, in any active regime, there will
be either off- or on-currents flowing through the carbon nanotube and it can be modeled as a
equipotential metal cylinder; in this case, the gate capacitance is composed of both a gate to
nanotube and gate to bulk capacitances.
To model the gate capacitance over one nanotube accurately, the quantum capacitance must
be taken into account because the nanotube is a not an equipotential cylinder, according to
reference [9]. However, as a simplification for this model, the CNT will be considered classically.
Treating the CNT classically will give an overestimate for the capacitance In a classical coaxial
formation, such as A of Figure 4-1, the capacitance per channel length is C9 _ if
the nanotube is treated as an equipotential. In the case given by B, the gate capacitance is less,
however, it is not just described by the percentage of the CNT covered by the gate. As shown
in B, of Figure 4-1, the gate has influence on the lower section of the nanotube, not covered by
the gate, due to fringe capacitance. However, the fringe capacitance will not be considered in
this model. Therefore, the model has an overestimate from treating the nanotube classically
and an underestimate from neglecting fringe capacitance. The CNT to bottom silicon plate
must also be considered for the gate capacitance measurements, however, is neglected here due
to the thick bulk oxide, Tox-bulk, and narrow carbon nanotube.
Reference [9] describes the gate to nanotube capacitance in terms of arrays of CNT devices.
If nanotubes are placed below a certain pitch, where pitch is defined as the distance between the
center of two nanotubes, screening between nanotubes will become important for capacitance
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Oxide:
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MetallicB. CNTm Gate
t ~Oxide:
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Tox-bulk
Figure 4-1: The capacitance of a CNTFET is modeled as a cylinder with an oxide and cylindrical
gate. However, when a CNT is placed on a thick bulk oxide, the capacitance model must change.
B contains fringe capacitance.
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meu In"ulator Gate
Figure 4-2: An illustration of a carbon nanotube arrays with varying pitch. This research
assumes that the nanotubes are more than 2*(R+toxide) apart, to eliminate capacitance coupling
between devices. From [9]
measurements. The point where screening becomes an issue is at a pitch of 2(tox + R), where
R is the CNT radius and to0 is the thickness of the SiO 2 gate oxide; see Figure 4-2 for an
explanation. The gate to CNT coupling capacitance is stronger for the edge nanotubes, so the
general capacitance in [9] is given for the middle nanotubes within an array. In this research,
the pitch between nanotubes will be greater than 2(tox + R).
Figure 4-3 gives data for the gate to nanotube capacitance per channel length for one
nanotube in the middle of an array, versus the pitch between the array of nanotubes. To simplify
the capacitive calculations in this research, the capacitance of B in Figure 4-1 is used, which
is less than the actual capacitance due to the extra fringe capacitance. (C4at*P"t"a - 20x
Cgate-channel where 20 +7r represents the angle of the CNT cylinder covered by the metallic
gate (0 = arcsin( + )). See Figure 4-4. The difference between the capacitance model in this
research and the IBM data found by FIELDAY [9] is given in Figure 4-5. The partially covered
cylindrical capacitance will be used in this research, however, this is an underestimate of the
capacitance. The model assumes that screening between nanotubes is not a true consideration
because the pitch > 2(R + Tox).
The gate capacitance per channel length for one nanotube has been described above. The
actual value of the capacitance differs depending on the channel length. The channel length
and metal gate width are considered to be controlled by the metal pitch needed for the gate,
source, and drain contacts in future generations, according to the 2003 ITRS Roadmap.[10] An
illustration of a transistor is in Figure 4-6. All future gate capacitance calculations will include
the gate to nanotube capacitance for one nanotube, unless otherwise specified, and the gate to
bulk capacitance. The two gate capacitances are shown in Figure 4-7 for a variety of diameter
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Figure 4-3: The Cgate (for a nanotube in the middle of an array of parrallel tubes) versus the
pitch. The solid symbols represent r=0.7nm and the open symbols are for r=1.5nm, where r is
the CNT radius and t is the oxide thickness.[9]
Figure 4-4: To model the capacitance of a CNTFET, that is partially covered by a metallic top
gate, the percentage of the nanotube circumference covered by the gate must be found.
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V~ = 1
Figure 4-5: The table above illustrates the modeled capacitance
compared to those given in citation [91.
Source
Via
Gate
Via
measurements for this research
Drain
Via
Figure 4-6: A CNTFET channel length is dictated by the gate via contact dimensions. The
drain and source vias are dictated by the same constraints. The Cdrain-bulki, Cgate-backgate,
Cgate-nanotube, Cmiiier, and Csource-bulk are shown in the diagram.
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COate/Length from IBM Data Modeled Cgat 9/Length
Tox/R R=1.5nm R=0.7nm A: coaxial B: partial covered
cylinder cylinder
5 0.094 fF/um 0.1 fF/um 0.121 fF/um 0.067 fF/um
1 0.244 fF/um 0.25 fF/um 0.313 fF/um 0.209 IF/um
0.6 0.363 fF/um 0.375 fF/um 0.462 fF/um 0.330 IF/um
C gate-nanotube
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Types of Gate Capacitance
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Figure 4-7: The gate capacitance consists of both the metal gate to backgate and the metal
gate to nanotube capacitances. The gate to nanotube capacitance depends on the nanotube
diameter. Here the two types of gate capacitances are graphed versus the future lithographic
generations for multiple nanotube diameters (Dt). The backgate oxide thickness is 100nm,
compared to the gate oxide thickness of [1.1, 0.8, 0.65, 0.55, 0.5] for years [2007, 2010, 2013, 2016,
2018] respectively. The channel lengths are dependent on the ITRS Roadmap's lithographic
specifications.
nanotubes.
Parasitic Drain Capacitances
The total gate capacitance is dependent on the number of tubes in an array under one metallic
gate and the lithographic dimensions of the gate to the back gate. In contrast, the parasitic
drain capacitance is not dependent on the number of nanotubes, but only on the metal litho-
graphic dimensions. The overlap capacitance between the drain and gate (Coveriap) depends
on the width of the metal gate and drain, along with the length of the gate/drain overlap.
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Figure 4-8: The load capacitance of an inverter chain depends on the Miller capacitance, the
wire capacitance, the drain to bulk capacitance of the driving transistors (Transistors: 1 & 2),
and the gate capacitances of the driven transistors (Transistors: 3 & 4).
Looking into an inverter from the output node, the overlap capacitance can be replaced by a
Miller capacitance from the output node to ground. Considering the Miller effect, the Miller
capacitance is double the Coverlap (CMiller = 2*Coverlap). [31]
Along with the Miller capacitance associated with the drain, there is a drain to bulk capac-
itance (Cdb) that exists between the metal drain contact and the bulk back gate. Though the
bulk oxide is thick, and thus, limits the capacitance per area, the area of the metal contacts is
dictated entirely by the lithographic dimensions and is relatively large.
The load capacitance (CL) of an inverter structure, associated with the drain contact, is
therefore made from the combination of CA, CMiller, and C,, plus the input gate capacitances
(Cg) of the driven gates. See Figure 4-8 for a diagram of the capacitances.
Capacitance in Relation to Lithography
The capacitance is greatly effected by the lithograph dimensions. The dimensions of metal
contacts are much larger than the radii of a carbon nanotubes and the t,, of a gate. The
minimum metal dimensions will control the contact sizes, the necessary gate overlap, and the
width between the metallic gate, and the metal source/drain contacts. Contrary to CMOS poly
gates, a metallic gate has much less resistance, however, the scaling relies on metal dimensions.
Thus, many parallel nanotubes can be placed under a metallic gate, source, and drain contact
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Figure 4-9: As the years increase, the lithographic dimensions are decreasing according to the
2003 ITRS roadmap [10]. The Miller capacitance scales dramatically with lithography because
it depends on both the width and the length of the contacts and the gate overlap. The gate
capacitance mainly depends on the channel length. The drain to bulk capacitance depends on
the metal via scaling.
without increasing the minimum metal contact or gate sizes. Also, the channel length of a
CNTFET will not be limited by the carbon nanotube, but instead by the metal minimum
lithographic pitch between the source, drain, and gate vias and contacts.
The lithographic dimensions effect the capacitance by the following: the gate capacitance
depends on the number and the diameter of the CNTs and to a lesser extent, the width and
length of the channel in comparison to the back gate. The overlap capacitance depends on
both the width and the length of the overlap and thus, scales quadratically as the generation
scales. Figure 4-9 illustrates the scaling of the various capacitances depending on generation
year according to the ITRS 2003 Roadmap. [10]
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Figure 4-10: The gate capacitance is smaller than the load capacitance of a CNTFET, es-
pecially with small diameter CNTs. However, the gate capacitance doubles if the number of
carbon nanotubes per metal gate doubles; yet, the parasitic load capacitance remains constant;
independent of the number of nanotubes.
Self Loading
It can be seen from Figures 4-9 and 4-10 that when the lithographic dimensions are large, the
drain parasitic capacitance will out weigh the gate capacitance in an FET; this gate capacitance
is an underestimate, but if we take an overestimate by using a coaxial cable such as A in Figure
4-1, the relative capacitance will be similar, see Figure 4-11. This will lead to self loading
problems in circuit design, unless multiple nanotubes per metallic gate are used. Self loading
becomes a problem when the parasitic capacitance dominates over extrinsic fanout capacitance.
If two CNTFETs, with different contacts, are placed in parallel; because the time delay is equal
to T = RC, the resistance would drop by 2, however, the capacitance would increase by two,
thus, keeping T constant, see Figure 4-10 for the ratio of parasitic and extrinsic capacitances.
The gate capacitance will increase greatly if multiple nanotubes per contact are used.
For a set of series inverters, as shown in Figure 4-8, the extrinsic gate capacitance of the
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Figure 4-11: The partial capacitance is an underestimate of the total gate capacitance because
the fringe capacitance was neglected, however, the solid lines represent a coaxial formation that
is an overestimate. The same results occur in the overestimate as in 4-10.
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Figure 4-12: The parasitic load capacitance of a driving inverter is much larger than the extrinsic
fanout capacitance in near term generations. This can lead to self loading if multiple nanotubes
per gate are not used. However, as lithography scales down, the parasitic capacitance is dropping
dramatically and self loading will become less of a problem.
driven inverter and the intrinsic capacitance of the driving inverter are shown relative to each
other in the graph in Figure 4-12.
4.0.4 Delay
With the capacitance of inverter structures known, the time delay (Tdelay) of an inverter can
be found from Tdezay = CL * A , where AV - .[31] It was shown above that thebe fund rom d~ly - L *Javerage'1
capacitance in the near term relies heavily on the parasitic drain and Miller capacitances, which
are independent of the number of CNTs per gate or the nanotube diameter. Thus, a transistors
time delay is dependent on the transistors average current (Iaverage). When considering an
inverter, if the Vi,,=OV, then the PFET will pull the output node high. Iaverage for this
case is the average between I(Vds=Vdd) and I(Vds=-V-d). Graph in Figure 4-13 illustrates
the Iaverage for the PFET transistors considering a changing diameter and changing h" level.
As previously described, the average on-current increases with diameter and drain control.
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Figure 4-13: Average current versus changing PFET diameter and h, level.
Therefore, with the average current and capacitance known, the time delay can be found.
Figure 4-14 demonstrates the time delay for an inverter circuit pulling up using the original
h, values. Also, the capacitance scales with contact feature size; Figure 4-14 illustrates the
time delay decreasing with lithographic and therefore load capacitance scaling. The time delay
decreases with increasing nanotube diameter; however, this increase in performance comes as a
trade-off to the high/low voltage swing as shown in Figure 3-12.
4.0.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, the diameter of a CNT transistor can be used as a trade-off for performance,
energy, and voltage swing. These trade-offs can be used to a circuit designer's advantage. If
high performance is required for a circuit structure, larger nanotubes can be implemented with
the knowledge and understanding that the noise margin and high/low output voltage swing will
be low.
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Figure 4-14: Model of time delay for a PFET, with the original h, value, versus the CNT
diameter and the lithographic scaling by year (determined from [10])
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Chapter 5
Above Threshold Model
This thesis research has carefully considered carbon nanotube field effect transistors in the
subthreshold regime and their applications to an inverter structure. This chapter will model
and characterize CNTFET devices above threshold, in both the triode and saturation regimes.
IBM has generously given data for a carbon nanotube transistor in these two regime, focusing
on the triode regime. [11]
Figure 5-1 shows the IBM data of a CNTFET above threshold. The IBM data here and
in the subthreshold chapter are not for the same transistor devices; the device characteristics
do not match perfectly. Figure 5-1 is a CNTFET's Id versus Vd, curve; it resembles the IV
characteristics for a MOSFET in the triode regime. Just as with MOSFETs, the triode and
saturation regions of CNTFETs are dependent on the source voltage in respect to both the
drain and gate voltages.
5.0.6 Linear Regime
At the threshold voltage of a transistor, the subthreshold regime ends and the CNTFET enters
the linear or triode regime. Here, the Schottky Barrier(SB), at the source end of the transistor
does not change in thickness with a varying gate voltage. Instead the tunneling current is
controlled by the drain SB barrier. As the drain to source voltage increases, the drain SB
shrinks and the current increases linearly.
Data from the linear, or triode, regime is shown in detail in Figure 5-2; trend lines have been
added to the IBM data to show the linearity. Within the linear regime, the current increases
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Figure 5-1: Graph of a PFET's measured Id versus Vd. for varying Vgs[-0.5V: 0.5V]. Data
courtisy of [11].
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Figure 5-2: Graph of Id versus Vd, for a CNTFET's linear regime, data curtisy of IBM. Placed
atop the data are trend lines to show the linearity of the data.
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Figure 5-3: The slope of the triode regime depends linearly on the gate to source voltage, due
to the control of the Schottky Barrier at the source.
monotonically with drain voltage and gate voltage. As the gate voltage increases, the slopes
of the Id versus Vds curves increase linearly with constant Vgs. With an increase in Vgs, the
Schottky barrier is reduced in thickness at the drain, for a constant Vds voltage. With this
decrease in thickness, the current increases linearly. The current changed linearly with the
thickness at the drain Schottky barrier. The slope is proportional to the change in current over
the change in drain to source voltage. Therefore, as the Vg, increase, the slope increase linearly
with the current, see Figure 5-3.
5.0.7 Saturation Point
The saturation point occurs when no barrier exists at the drain end of a CNTFET. Figure 5-4
shows a description of the saturation point in terms of the energy band diagrams. The drain to
source saturation point commences in a linear fashion with VgS, unlike in MOSFETs where the
saturation point increases in a quadratic nature. See Figure 5-5 to illustrate this linear effect.
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Figure 5-5: The saturation voltage occurs linearly with a changing gate voltage.
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Figure 5-6: CNTFETs with thinner gate oxides have more control over the energy band dia-
grams and, thus, tighter control over the irIV characteristics. Thin oxide data from [12]
Saturation Point in relation to Oxide Thickness
In the subthreshold chapter of this thesis, the difference in oxide thickness was described in
relation to a carbon nanotube FET's current and voltage characteristics. The gate voltage has
superior control and thus, better IV characteristics, when a thinner gate oxide is applied. With
a thicker oxide, a larger Vg, is needed to modulate the energy bands by the same amount.
Thus, the saturation voltage will increase as can be seen in Figure 5-6.
5.0.8 Saturation Regime
Once the saturation point has occurred for a particular CNTFET at a Vd, and V9 s, the current
will remain at relatively the same level. The tunneling at the source end will not increase with
an increase in the drain to source voltages as a first order effect; also, the drain barrier has been
completely eliminated. Thus, no barriers exist for holes or electrons once they pass through the
source Schottky Barrier. This steady current is juxtaposed with the current in short-channel
MOSFETs, which have a large slope in the saturation regime, on a Vds versus Id curve. If
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second order effects are taken into account for CNTFETs, the source Schottky barrier width
could change as the drain voltage increases, thus, creating a smaller slope in the saturation
regime.
CNTFETs in the Saturation Regime
An important conclusion of this research and model suggest that many CNTFET devices will
not enter the saturation regime. For a particular Vg,, the drain to source voltage needed to
enter saturation must be larger than the specific gate voltages. In general the drain is attached
to the highest supply voltage, so that the output swing can be as large as possible. In this
case, the Vg,, will not be larger than the Vd, for a transistor. Thus, CNTs created by IBM,
will, most likely, remain in the triode regime. These transistors will be modeled as a voltage
variable resistor in this research. The tubes themselves can be thought to be ballistic, but the
contacts give the resistive drop of the transistor, with a linear IV relationship.
5.0.9 MOSFETs compared to CNTFETs
Carbon nanotubes can be used in digital circuit design because of their large on-current to
off-current ratio. Part of this thesis research is designed to consider and compare the aspects
of carbon nanotube FETs to future MOSFETs. Table 5-7 compares future parameters of
MOSFETs to carbon nanotube transistors. The details for the MOSFETs were obtained from
the 1999 ITRS roadmap. Figure 5-7 illustrates that CNTs have very high current drives in
comparison to their diameter; however, if only one tube is placed per metallic contact, the
current per width is greatly dissipated and silicon transistors could actually have a higher
current drive per transistor width. This can be seen when comparing Rows 2 and 4 in Figure
5-7. If carbon nanotubes can be placed in parallel under one metallic contact, the high current
drive of multiple tubes will greatly exceed that of silicon transistors; compare rows 2 and 5 to
see the order of magnitude savings. However, with even the slight possibility of metallic tubes,
redundancy would need to be added and in general, the area benefit of the CNTs would be
reduced.
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1999 ITRS table 2006 2009 2012 2015
loonm 70nm 50nm 35nm
1 MOSFET: Max left: (for Min L devices) @25 3 10 10 2
*C (nA/um)
2 MOSFET: Nominal I.: [NMOS/PMOS] (high 600/280 6001280 6001280 600f280
Perf) @25 C (pA/um)
3 CNT: Max I.f for 2.5nm tube/1.3nm tube. One 3e5/30 43e5/43 62e5/61 8Ae5/84
tube per contact. (nA/pm)
4 CNT: Nominal I. for 2.5nm tube/1.3nm tube. 37.74/3.74 54.1/5A 769/7. 1051105
One tube per contact (pAlpm)
5 CNT: Nominal I, per tube diameter for 2.5nm 4,000/769 4,000/769 4,000/769 4,000/769
tube/1.3nm tube
Figure 5-7: Table depicting the characteristics of CNTFETs in comparison to future MOSFETs.
5.0.10 Process Variations
Carbon nanotubes can have very impressive current characteristics, however, as was mentioned
above, and in Chapter 3: Subthreshold Carbon Nanotube FETs, the process variations have
to be controlled more closely before the use of CNTFETs will become prolific. It is very
difficult to assume a certain current level for a particular CNT device due to large process
variations. The contacts dictate the current levels and the metal contacts to carbon nanotubes
differ dramatically, even among transistors along the same CNT. The variation can be as large
as orders of magnitudes as seen in Figure 5-8. During the contact annealing process, a different
number of carbon-carbon bonds are broken within the nanotube structure and thus, there is
a different level of connection between the contact and nanotube. This difference leads to a
limited ability of modern CNTs to be use in circuits. However, in general, once the process
variations are controlled, carbon nanotubes can excel in digital circuit designs because of the
large Ion:Joff ratio and high current drives.
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-1004 -
Li-300-
-400
V :0 +O.Z-V to -1.5V
steps: 
-0.2V
-1.4 -1,2 -1.0 -0.8 -0.b -0.4 -0.2 0.0
Figure 5-8: CNTFET IV characteristics for one nanotube measured in one dirction. The CNT
was then flipped around and the current was measured again. The varying current levels prove
that the intrinsic nanotube does not control the current voltage characteristics. [5]
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Chapter 6
ROM Research
Carbon nanotubes have characteristics that make them well suited to aid in following Moore's
Law when silicon limits arise. Carbon nanotubes are especially useful in read only memory
arrays (ROM)-in such circuit devices, multiple transistors can be placed along the length of a
CNT. This research aims to describe, characterize, and compare the parameters of CNT ROMs
in respect to CMOS ROM arrays.
In CNT ROM arrays, if nanotubes can be closely aligned, there is a large possibility for
many nanotubes to be placed under similar gates, along the length of a micro to millimeter long
CNT. This research is theoretical-presently there are no growth processes that produce carbon
nanotubes in arrays as tightly spaced as a few nanometers apart. However, the possibility for
such growth is being closely considered (32] and this thesis research will assume the availability
of tightly packed parallel nanotubes.
CNT transistors can help in scaling ROM devices, because they have very large current
drives that depend on the source and drain contact, the gate oxide, and the CNT diameter,
rather than the channel length. In CMOS ROM's, to increase the current drive, transistor
channel lengths are having to become increasingly small; this scaling of channel lengths will
cause many problems for future technologies. Because carbon nanotube FET current is dictated
by the contacts (the channel is considered to have ballistic transport) the length of the CNTFET
channel can vary without changing the current. Also, carbon nanotube FETs have an even
current drive for PFETs and NFETs because of the equal mobility of electron and holes in a
CNT.
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This research will take these CNTFET advantages and look at the previously described
Schottky barrier transistors in terms of read only memory arrays.
6.1 Schottky Barrier ROM Array Structures
6.1.1 NOR ROMs
In silicon ROMs, electrons have a much lower mobility than holes and therefore, NMOS transis-
tors have a higher current drive per width than PMOS transistors. Therefore, NMOS transistors
are on average 2-3 times smaller than PMOS transistors. Thus, in CMOS ROMs, NMOS tran-
sistors are generally used for the array section. NOR ROMs are created in CMOS technology by
adding NMOS transistors in parallel. NAND ROMs can be created by placing NMOS devices
in series; NAND CMOS arrays are very compact because the devices are stacked without inter-
mediate contacts. However, NAND ROMs loose performance drastically because of the series
device and therefore, are generally not used. NAND ROMs have large delays and hence NOR
ROMs are generally used unless special conditions require the size scaling of NAND ROMs.
In contrast, carbon nanotube parallel array ROMs have the option of using both PFETs or
NFETs without loosing performance. In CNTFETs, PFET devices are not at a disadvantage
to NFET transistors in terms of current voltage (I-V) characteristics or area as is the case
in CMOS technology. Therefore, NOR arrays can be created easily out of parallel NFET or
PFET transistors with bias transistor as shown in Figures 6-1. The bias transistors acts as a
small pull-up resistor; it must be large enough to the pull the output high, but small enough
to guarantee that one word line transistor could pull the output low. A sample circuit diagram
of a NOR ROM is given in Figure 6-1. The area is decreased in the ROM cell because every
other device is flipped so that the ground contacts can be shared between word lines.
6.1.2 Programing ROM Arrays
Generally only one mask level is used to program a ROM in CMOS technology. This same one
mask method will be assumed for programing CNTFET ROMs. There are two possible methods
to program a CMOS ROM; either the Active mask can be altered to selectively add a diffusion
layer to the present transistors, or the output contact mask can be changed to only contact
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NOR ROM: 4bit x 4 bit
Vbias
WL[
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Aj
0] 
----
1]WL[
VVLLLJ 
I L
gnd
WL[3]
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*11L
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I I
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D] BL[1]
BL[O]=WL[1]
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+
+
+
+
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BL14]
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Figure 6-1: NOR ROM arrays are created out of parallel NFET transistors from either MOSFET
or CNTFET technology, sharing a ground contact to save area. The Vbia, is an input to p-
channel transistors that act as pull-up resistors.
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Programmed Programmed Not Programmed
OUT1 IN nd IN2 OUT2 OUT3 IN3 gnd
Shared Ground Via Bit Line Via missing
Figure 6-2: If a CNTFET ROM is programmed with drain vias, the ground contacts can be
shared, however, each transistor must have a seperate output, drain, contact. This can be used
for a PFET or NFET NOR array, depending on the doping or annealing of the CNTFETs.
the drains of present transistors. Since there is no active mask step in CNTFET technology,
this programming method cannot be considered. On the other hand, if the bit line via mask is
altered, a CNTFET ROM can be programed by contacting the drain of a present transistor to
the bitline with a via or not adding a via for an absent transistor. Figure 6-2 illustrates this
"drain via" style of programming.
In this programming method, bit line vias and drain contacts cannot be used for multiple
transistors. Thus, the contact area greatly dictates the size of the array. The layout can be seen
in Figure 6-3. As was described previously, the area of the source and drain contacts are dictated
entirely by the metal lithographic dimensions, not by the carbon nanotube dimensions. Figure
6-4 illustrates the metal pitch sizes used in this research, taken from the predictions made by
[10]. [10] predicts CMOS scaling; it will be used for CNTFETs because only the metal scaling
is considered in this research. Therefore, in a NOR ROM, made of CNTFETs, the channel
length and width are dictated by the metal gate and gate vias. The source and drain metal
area is dictated by the source and drain wiring vias and the required pitch between the gate
to source and gate to drain contacts. Thus, unshared contacts within the array, increase the
area and capacitance dramatically. Figure 6-3 diagrams the need for extra contacts within
CNTFET ROM for parallel transistors. A more efficient programming method would share
output contacts between neighboring CNTFETs.
A theoretically proposed programming method, similar to the CMOS Active mask step,
will be considered here just to show the difference between the drain via programming method
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Vdd
Vbias
VV[0]20
BL[1] BL[3]
Figure 6-3: Extra contacts are needed if a NMOS NOR ROM is programmed by the addition
of drain vias from the output bit line to a present transistor. The extra contacts add area and
output capacitance.
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Source Gate Drain
xide LMetal wdth L Metal width L 
Metal width
Width of entire
ansistor =
minimum contact
L Channel =Metal_width
CNTs
Generation Node nm 65 45 32 22 18
Generation Year 2007 2010 2013 2016 2018
Minimum metal width (Lptal width) nm 98 68 48 33 28
Minimum metal spacing (Lmetal_spacing) nm 97 67 47 32 27
Gate overlap nm 8 5 3 2 1
Figure 6-4: The size of transistors is dictated by the metallic pitch for the gate, drain, and
source contacts. This figure shows the values used in this research to
ROM technologies. These sizes are based off of the predictions made
predict
by [10].
the size of future
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Programmed Programmed Not Programmed
Out1 IN1 gnd IN2 IN3 gnd
Metal overlap of gate/drain & gate/source by No programmi g metal and thus, no
programming metal creates a present or Gate/Source & Gate/Drain overlap
programmed transistor
Figure 6-5: An overlap is needed by the gate to source and gate to drain-without an overlap,
a transistor will not work properly. A CNTFET ROM, programmed by the extended channel
method, eliminates the need for extra drain contacts by selectively adding gate/drain and
gate/souce overlaps to present transistors.
above and a method in which output contacts can be shared. In Schottky barrier CNTFETs,
the source overlap with the metal gate controls the current flow. A carbon nanotube FET can
be eliminated by not placing a gate overlap across the source and drains. In this theoretical
proposition, the channel length of the transistors will be increased to account for the spacing
of a metal programming gate to overlap the source and drain. The extended channel leaves
area for a word line wiring contact separate from the programming metal. This structure can
be seen in Figure 6-5 and compared to Figure 6-2. Because the carbon nanotube FET field
is relatively young, no ROM arrays have been programming using the programming metal.
However, because a gate overlap is needed in a CNTFET transistor, this method is proposed to
show a possible programming method that could lower both area and output capacitance. In
the coming thesis sections, both types of programmed ROMs will be compared for capacitance,
resistance, and area considerations.
6.1.3 ROM Redundancy
If more current drive is needed within transistors, additional carbon nanotubes can be added in
parallel to other CNTs, while sharing the same gate, drain, and source or CNTs can be added
in parallel under separate gates. Figure 6-6 shows different methods of increasing the current
drive of transistors to 4 CNTs per transistor. When multiple CNTs share similar contacts,
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Layout Options for One Transistor with 4 CNTs per transistor
Word line
inputs
Minimum
Size
Contact
W ord 1%,
input
4 CNTs per
contact
dra
2 CNTs per I CNT per contact--4 contacts
contact-2 contacts::
in drain
Spacing Spacing
Figure 6-6: To increase the current drive of transistors, CNTs can be added in parrallel. To
save area and contact capactiance, 4 nanotubes can be placed under the same contact. Other
layouts include 2 CNTs placed under 2 seperate contacts and the contacts wired together or,
each CNT placed under a seperate contact. The contact number and dimensions dictates the
area of the array.
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the additional CNTs will decrease the resistance without adding additional contacts or area.
However, a percentage of nanotubes will be created metallic. If metallic nanotubes are placed in
a CNTFET, in leu of a semiconducting nanotube, the metallic nanotube will connect the source
and drain directly. This will happen along the length of the entire metal carbon nanotube and
that row will not be useful. Therefore, it is best to keep one bit line along one nanotube. In
this case, if a CNT is metallic, one bit line is destroyed, but redundancy can account for such
a case-no other bit lines will be affected.
To account for metallic nanotubes, large amounts of redundancy must be added to the array.
In this research, a percentage, p, of nanotubes are considered to be metallic. Therefore, (1-p)
is the probability of a semiconducting nanotube. If n nanotubes are placed per transistor gate,
the number of good contacts, q, is q = (1 - p)f. This research wants to find the total number
of contacts needed, L, to create N good contacts (contacts without metallic CNTs), accounting
for a certain percentage accuracy, (. P(M > N) = C, where M is the total number of good
contacts. If L is large, M ~Binomial Distribution( 1L, a 2 ), where the mean (p) is L * q, and
the variance is u 2 = L * q(1 - q). With the Binomial Distribution, the total number of good
contacts, N, can be found for a certain percentage of metallic nanotubes, p, out of L number
of total contacts. In this research, a Matlab script has been merged into the Matlab CNTFET
model and is run to consider ROM area and bit line capacitance. Figure 6-7 shows visually that
4 CNTs per transistor (n = 4) can save area in Figure 6-6, however, with a high percentage of
metallic nanotubes, the added redundancy might surpass the area of an array with n = 2.
6.1.4 ROM Area
The area is going to be least when the number of contacts is at a minimum. Figure 6-8 shows the
graph of the total number of contacts, L, versus the number of CNTs per contact, depending
on the percentage of metallic nanotubes, p. If only 1 CNT per metal source and drain is
used, each nanotube will use a separate contact along with added contacts for the redundancy.
For example, in Figure 6-8, a 128 bit wide ROM, with 5% of the carbon nanotubes metallic
and 16 CNTs per transistor, will use 2048 semiconducting CNTs along with 103 nanotubes
for redundancy. Therefore, with only one nanotube per contact, 2151 contacts are needed.
However, if many (9-16) CNTs share a common source and drain, there is a large probability that
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Possible Layout Scenarios to account for Metallic CNTs
for 4 CNTs per transistor
Metallic CNT
Semiconducting CNT
Option 1: 4 CNTs per contact Option 2: 2 CNTs per co
I contact needed 2 contact need
ntact
ed
drain"
Word line
Word line
inputda !
drain
drain
Word line
input
gnd
Useable
Contacts
I"
NO
1ff I
YES NO NO}
OR
Word line
input Ji1r
Word I ne
input
Metal wire ec
Word line
Anput
Useable YES
Contacts
NO YES}
Figure 6-7: The area savings associated with multiple nanotubes per contact can be outweighed
by the redundancy associated with metallic nanotubes as shown in the scenario above. Here 4
CNTs per transistor are needed; in this case, it is beneficial in terms of area to have few CNTs
per contact (Option 2) rather than Option 1 with 4 CNTs per contact.
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Figure 6-8: The total number of contacts for a 128bit wide ROM, with 16 parallel CNTs per
transistor. The number of CNTs per metal gate is varied on the x-axis and the percent of
metallic CNTs is also varied.
a metallic nanotube will be placed on almost every contact and render most of the transistors
futile. Thus, there is a minimum number of contacts that exist for each percentage of metallic
CNTs, p. Figure 6-8 also illustrates that as p increases, a larger number of CNTs per gate
will eliminate many of the rows and it is cost effective in terms of area to reduce the number of
CNTs per metallic gate because less redundancy will be necessary. At a certain point, around
p=15%, in Figure 6-8, the total number of contacts is at a minimum when only one CNT is
placed per metal gate. This optimization is at a cost of output capacitance, which varies per
output contact.
The width and the area depends on the number of contacts. If the optimal number of
contacts from the redundancy stand point are chosen, the area will be at a minimum. Figure
??, illustrates the difference in area between ROM arrays programmed with drain vias and with
an extended channel. The later is always smaller because of the shared drain contacts.
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6.1.5 ROM Capacitance
The number of contacts and therefore, the width and area of a ROM will dictate the capacitance
properties of a ROM. The output or bit line capacitance of a CNTFET ROM depends on the
capacitance theory described in Chapter 4: Capacitance, Energy, and Delay of Subthreshold
CNTFETs. The bit line capacitance is composed of the drain parasitic capacitance and the drain
Miller overlap capacitance. Thus, as the number of output contacts increase, the capacitance
also increases. To minimize output capacitance, more carbon nanotubes should be placed under
a single metal gate instead of using each with its own contacts. This fact can be see in Figure
6-9, where the capacitance is graphed versus future year and lithography and the number of
CNTs sharing a common gate, source, and drain. The capacitance is a trade-off versus the area
considerations above that include metallic nanotube redundancy calculations.
There is a difference between the capacitance of the two differently programmed ROMs.
ROMs programmed using drain vias to connect the output contacts to the bit line will have
the capacitance depend on the number of transistors in the ROM and thus, the number of
connected outputs. The capacitance in Figure 6-9 shows the worst case, where all drain contacts
are attached. On the contrary, ROMs programmed with lengthened channels and additional
gate metal will have all output contacts attached to the bit line, independent of the number
of programmed transistors. This means when few transistors are programmed, the capacitance
will be large because of the additional drain to bulk capacitance from all drain contacts.
As was shown in Chapter 4: Capacitance, Energy, and Delay of Subthreshold CNTFETs, the
Miller capacitance dominates the parasitic drain capacitance. When no device is programmed,
the Miller overlap capacitance does not exists; the additional parasitic capacitance will only
depend on the small drain to bulk capacitance of the metal drain. This drain to bulk capacitance
will only become a problem when very few transistors are programmed along a bit line or
when few CNTs are placed per metallic gate-consequently, there are more parallel CNTFETs
with additional contacts. It can be seen in Figure 6-10 that if there are very few transistors
programmed along a bit line, the ROM programmed with output vias has a smaller capacitance;
however, as the number of transistors along the bit line increases, the capacitance of such a
ROM will increase faster than a ROM programmed with the extended channel method. Both
ROMs increase dramatically in capacitance as the number of CNTs per contact drop and the
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Figure 6-9: The parasitic capacitance per bit line drops as the number of output contacts
decrease, or the number of CNTs per contact increases. This graph shows the capacitance for
a 128x128 ROM, with 16 CNTs per transistor, programmed by drain vias.
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number of parallel transistors and output contacts increase.
In the case, where all transistors are attached to a bit line and there are few CNTs per
contact, and consequently many parallel contacts, the capacitance will drastically increase for
both types of ROMs, but especially for the drain via programmed ROM, as can be see from
Figure 6-10.
It can be seen in this section, the output capacitance of a CNTFET ROM is greatly dictated
by the number, size, and type of output contacts. The number of CNTs per gate can be increased
to decrease the capacitance, however, this may increase the area for such a ROM. The trade-offs
must be considered in the design.
6.1.6 ROM Resistance
The current voltage, I-V, characteristics of CNTFETs have been described in previous chapters.
The ROM devices in this chapter are considered variable voltage resistors. The gate voltage
is applied directly to a metal word line and not a poly line. This metal gate will decrease the
resistance of the word lines. The bit line resistance will depend dramatically on the amount
of wiring between contacts. If few CNTs are placed per contact, but wide FETs are needed,
the wiring resistance will grow dramatically because of the parallel connection of CNTFETs
and the additional contacts. The addition of the extra parallel CNTFETs will not increase the
current as dramatically as expected because of the large wiring resistance necessary to connect
parallel CNTFET of one bitline. Thus, both the R and C factors in r = RC, will decrease as
the number of CNTs per single metal gate increase.
6.1.7 Conclusion
CNTFETs have a large potential in ROM arrays. There channel lengths do not have to scale
in CMOS technologies. Instead, more carbon nanotubes must be added in parallel under one
metallic gate. This will decrease the parasitic capacitance and output resistance. However, this
comes at a large cost for area. The area is future ROM CNTFET technologies is going to rely
on the certainly of fewer metallic CNTs in the growth process. If CNTs are metal upon growth,
large amounts of redundancy will have to be added to account for possible metallic nanotubes.
The redundancy necessary was given in this chapter along with the trade-offs between the
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Figure 6-10: A ROM programmed with an extended gate will have a relatively large capacitance
when few FET devices are present per bit line. This is because of the connection to all output
contacts. However, as the number of FET devices increases per bitline, the shared contacts,
used in the extended gate programming method, begin to become advantageous.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The electronics industry continues to scale metal oxide semiconducting transistors (MOSFETs)
following the predictions of Moore's Law; with the scaling, i.e. reduction of feature size, physical
restrictions are becoming more apparent and difficult to surpass. Many disruptive technologies
are being considered to aid in future generations of electronics; carbon nanotubes offer scaling
opportunities and the possibility of coexistence with the present silicon technology.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are cylinders that can grow up to millimeters in length with
diameters in the nanometer range; these long cylinders can aid in scaling because of their
unique properties. CNTs can have a varied energy band gap depending on their chirality and
CNT diameter. This variable band gap gives rise to nanotube properties ranging from metallic
to semi metallic to semiconducting. Most present CNT research pertains to the growth and
properties of nanotubes; the work presented in this thesis displays their potential within digital
circuit design by creating a model and then applying that model to low voltage circuits and
read only memory arrays.
Metallic carbon nanotubes can be used as wires on circuit boards; semiconducting carbon
nanotubes can be used as the channel in transistors. This research studies carbon nanotube's
applications to carbon nanotube field effect transistors (CNTFETs). CNTFETs are similar in
structure and current voltage characteristics to MOSFETs; the gate, drain, and source voltages
control the device in an exponential subthreshold regime, a linear regime, and a saturation
regime. Despite the similar properties of CNTFETs to MOSFETs, carbon nanotube transistor
current is dictated by an entirely different process. CNTFET Schottky barriers are formed
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at the source and drain contacts. These barriers control the tunneling current of the device;
the CNT acts as a ballistic channel between the contacts. This ballistic channel gives rise to
potentially high current rates per transistor, symmetric hole and electron mobilities, and no
current versus channel length dependence; therefore, CNTFETs can skirt some of the scaling
requirements of MOSFETs such as channel length minimization and channel doping.
Carbon nanotube field effect transistors have similar linear and saturation current voltage
(I-V) characteristics to MOSFETs; the I-V characteristics were studied and modeled closely
in this thesis. An interesting property of CNTFETs, shown in this research, is that they will
most likely remain in the linear or weak inversion regimes. To enter saturation, the drain to
source voltage must be larger than the gate to source voltage; this does not often occur in
digital logic designs. Therefore, CNTFETs above threshold were modeled as variable voltage
resistors in this research. Also, CNTFETs have an interesting low voltage, weak inversion
regime. This regime will be important in future technologies; on-chip voltages continue to
scale with future generations. The weak inversion regime shows that CNTFETs are ambipolar
transistors; they have an exponential subthreshold regime on either side of a minimum voltage
at Vmin = Vdrainsource if the gate, source, and drain are made of the same metals. This minimum
occurs when the Schottky barriers at both the source and drain are thickest and the tunneling
current is smallest for both electrons and holes. These I-V characteristics have been studied
closely in the present work to prove the ability of these ambipolar FETs to be placed in digital
designs. Also, the application of these CNTFETs to inverters was contrasted for different size
diameter nanotubes. This research illustrated the trade-offs between the impressive voltage
transfer characteristics of inverters made with small diameter CNTs and inverters composed
of larger diameter CNTs with high current drives. These trade-offs give carbon nanotube field
effect transistors great potential within digital circuit design.
The large potential of carbon nanotube FETs to read only memory (ROM) arrays is illus-
trated in this thesis. Unlike CMOS, CNTFETs have even current drives between n-channel
and p-channel devices; thus, parallel transistor arrays can be created out of NFET and PFET
transistors to create both NOR and NAND ROMs, contrary to NOR only arrays from n-channel
MOSFETs. The area of these ROMs is dictated entirely by the metal contact and via lithog-
raphy specifications. Thus, to minimize the area of these devices, the least number of contacts
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should be used. This minimum depends on the total current drive needed, the percentage of
metallic versus semiconducting nanotubes, and the number of nanotubes sharing the same gate,
drain, and source contacts. In this research, the minimum number of contacts, and thus the
minimum area, was found to depend on the percentage of metallic nanotubes. However, this
minimized area does not necessarily correspond to the array with the minimized capacitance
and, therefore, delay. The output capacitance of CNTFET devices is mostly dependent on the
number and dimensions of the contacts. Therefore, it is best to have a minimum number of
contacts by placing more CNTs per gate, this may lead to additional redundancy and area. A
circuit designer has the ability to trade-off speed and area of ROMs depending on the contact
size, redundancy, and number of CNTs per contact.
Thus, carbon nanotubes transistors have the ability to scale the technology into new feature
sizes and generations with similar I-V characteristics to MOSFETs. Most current CNTFET re-
search is in the growth and characterization stage. The process variations within the growth
processes must be controlled before these devices can reach their full potential and can truly
compete with the present silicon technology. These variations are limiting all applications of
CNTFETs including the digital logic design and array designs described above. The band
energy of carbon nanotubes cannot completely be controlled, therefore, a few nanotubes will
be metallic in nature. Also, the current can vary dramatically between transistors, depending
on the drain and source contact variations. However, the carbon nanotube field is very young
and the technology for reducing the process variations is developing quickly. Once these vari-
ations are more tightly controlled, which should happen in the near future, the impressive I-V
characteristics of CNTFETs have great promise for future circuit designs and will open many
opportunities for digital circuit designers.
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Appendix A
Appendix
A.1 Matlab Code for Id versus Vg, and Vd, including Voltage
Transfer Characteristics
% Shows the Id versus Vgs model first.
% Uses the matlab model for the subthreshold data and finds the input
% versus the output voltage for the VTC Curves.
% Variables from Excel spreadsheet-shown here for Diameters of 1.3nm,
% 1.9nm, and 2.5nm that were illustrated carefully in the thesis.
clear all;
close all;
Vdd=0.4;
%Dt=1.3nm: Original hn
% Dn=2.201112e-14; hn=16.19243; an3s=-2.23463; an2s=-6.80715; anls=30.08726;
an3f=6.03125; an2f=-4.238; anlf=24.51749;
% Dp=Dn; hp=hn; ap3s=an3s; ap2s=an2s; apls=anls; ap3f=an3f; ap2f=an2f; aplf=anlf;
%Dt=1.3nm: No hn
% Dn=2.201112e-14; hn=15; an3s=-2.23463; an2s=-6.80715; anls=30.08726;
an3f=6.03125; an2f=-4.238; anlf=24.51749;
% Dp=Dn; hp=hn; ap3s=an3s; ap2s=an2s; apls=anls; ap3f=an3f; ap2f=an2f; aplf=anlf;
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%Dt=1.3nm: High hn
% Dn=2.201112e-14; hn=23.219; an3s=-2.23463; an2s=-6.80715; anls=30.08726;
an3f=6.03125; an2f=-4.238; anlf=24.51749;
% Dp=Dn; hp=hn; ap3s=an3s; ap2s=an2s; apls=anls; ap3f=an3f; ap2f=an2f; aplf=anlf;
%Dt=2.5nm: Original hn
% Dn=5.412219e-10; hn=14.64483; an3s=-47.5701; an2s=-20.5114; anls= 27.1745;
an3f=-34.96325; an2f=21.0253; anlf=3.13579;
% Dp=Dn; hp=hn; ap3s=an3s; ap2s=an2s; apls=anls; ap3f=an3f; ap2f=an2f; aplf=anlf;
%Dt=2.5nm: No hn
% Dn=5.412219e-10; hn=13.55; an3s=-47.5701; an2s=-20.5114; anls= 27.1745;
an3f=-34.96325; an2f=21.0253; anlf=3.13579;
% Dp=Dn; hp=hn; ap3s=an3s; ap2s=an2s; apls=anls; ap3f=an3f; ap2f=an2f; aplf=anlf;
%Dt=2.5nm: High hn
% Dn=5.412219e-10; hn=21; an3s=-47.5701; an2s=-20.5114; anls= 27.1745;
an3f=-34.96325; an2f=21.0253; anlf=3.13579;
% Dp=Dn; hp=hn; ap3s=an3s; ap2s=an2s; apls=anls; ap3f=an3f; ap2f=an2f; aplf=anlf;
%Dt=1.9nm: Original hn
% Dn=3.45151E-12; hn=15.4186; an3s=-24.9024; an2s=-13.6593; anls=28.6309;
an3f=-14.4660; an2f=8.3936; anlf=13.8266;
% Dp=Dn; hp=hn; ap3s=an3s; ap2s=an2s; apls=anls; ap3f=an3f; ap2f=an2f; aplf=anlf;
%Dt=1.9nm: No hn
% Dn=3.45151E-12; hn=14.25; an3s=-24.9024; an2s=-13.6593; anls=28.6309;
an3f=-14.4660; an2f=8.3936; anlf=13.8266;
% Dp=Dn; hp=hn; ap3s=an3s; ap2s=an2s; apls=anls; ap3f=an3f; ap2f=an2f; aplf=anlf;
%Dt=1.9nm: HIGH hn
% Dn=3.45151E-12; hn=22.10955; an3s=-24.9024; an2s=-13.6593; anls=28.6309;
an3f=-14.4660; an2f=8.3936; anlf=13.8266;
% Dp=Dn; hp=hn; ap3s=an3s; ap2s=an2s; apls=anls; ap3f=an3f; ap2f=an2f; aplf=anlf;
%___ VGate-S_
%NCHANNEL: Create the Vin versus log Id curve
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zzAn=0;
xxAn=O;
for VoutAn = 0:.1:Vdd,
zzAn=zzAn+1;
VoutarrayAn(zzAn)=Vut_An;
for VinAn= 0:0.005:Vdd,
xxAn=xxAn+1;
Vin array_ An(xx_ An)=Vin An;
VminAn=VoutAn/2;
Vmin-arrayAn(xxAn, zz_An)=VminAn;
saturationpt _An(zz_An)=0.2 .* VoutAn + 0.2;
deltaVAn=saturationpt _An(zzAn)-Vmin_An;
minussat _pt _ An=VminAn-deltaV_An;
VdsAn=VoutAn;
%Finding the Ansat to be able to know Idnminimum
ansat=( an3s .*VoutAn .* Vout_An) + (an2s .* Vout An) + an1s;
ansat _array(zzAn)=ansat;
IdAnsat = Dn.*exp(hn.*(VdsAn)) .* exp(an_sat.*
abs(saturation ptAn(zzAn)-VminAn));
IdAnsatarray(zzAn)=Id_An_sat;
if VinAn < minussatptAn %FLAT LEFT SECTION
an(xxAn, zz_An)=( an3f .* VoutAn.*VoutAn) + (an2f .* Vout _An) + an1f;
IdAnVin(xxAn, zzAn) = IdAnsat .* exp(an(xx_An, zz_An).*
abs(Vin _arrayAn(xxAn)-minus _sat _pt _An));
elseif VinAn > saturation _pt _An(zz An) %FLAT AN
an(xxAn, zz_An)=( an3f .* VoutAn.*Vout_An) + (an2f .* Vout An) + an1f;
IdAnVin(xxAn, zz_An) = IdAnsat .* exp(an(xx_An, zz_An).*
abs(VinarrayAn(xxAn)-saturationptAn(zzAn)));
else %STEEP AN
an(xxAn, zz_An)=( an3s .*VoutAn .* VoutAn) +(an2s .* Vout An) + an1s;
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IdAnVin(xxAn, zzAn) = Dn .* exp(hn.*VdsAn) .
* exp(an(xx An, zz_An).* abs(Vin array_ An(xx_ An)-VminAn));
end
end
xxAn=0;
end
plot _varlimit _An=zz_An;
%P CHANNEL: Create the Vin versus log Id curve
zzAp=0;
xxAp=0;
for Vout _Ap = 0:.1:Vdd,
zzAp=zzAp+1;
VoutarrayAp(zzAp)=VoutAp;
for Vin_Ap= 0:0.005:Vdd,
xx_Ap=xxAp+1;
VinarrayAp(xxAp)=VinAp;
VdsAp=Vdd-Vout_Ap;
VminAp= Vdd-((VdsAp)/2);
Vmin-arrayAp(xxAp, zzAp)=VminAp;
saturation-ptAp(zzAp)=0.2 .* (Vout _Ap-Vdd) + 0.2;
deltaVAp= Vmin Ap - saturationpt _Ap(zzAp);
plussatptAp= Vmin_ Ap + deltaV_Ap;
%Finding the Apsat to be able to know Idnminimum
ap-sat=( ap3s .*Vds_Ap .* VdsAp)+(ap2s.* Vds_Ap) + ap1s;
IdApsat= Dp.*exp(hp.*abs(Vds_ Ap)) .* exp(apsat.*
abs(saturationpt _ Ap(zzAp)-VminAp));
IdApsat_ array(zzAp)=IdApsat;
if VinAp > plussatpt _Ap %FLAT Right SECTION-to right if there
ap(xxAp, zzAp)=( ap3f .* Vds_Ap.*Vds_Ap)+(ap2f.* Vds Ap) + aplf;
IdAp_Vin(xxAp, zzAp) = IdApsat .* exp(ap(xxAp, zzAp).*
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abs(Vin arrayAp(xxAp)-plus _sat _pt _Ap));
elseif Vin_Ap < saturationptAp(zzAp) %FLAT Left Section -always there
ap(xxAp, zzAp)=( ap3f .* Vds_Ap.*Vds_Ap)+(ap2f.* Vds_Ap) + aplf;
IdAp_Vin(xxAp, zzAp) = IdApsat .* exp(ap(xxAp, zzAp).*
abs(VinarrayAp(xxAp)-saturationptAp(zzAp)));
else %STEEP AP
ap(xxAp, zzAp)=( ap3s .*Vds_Ap .* Vds_Ap)+(ap2s .* Vds_Ap) + ap1s;
IdAp_Vin(xxAp, zzAp) = Dp .* exp(hp .* abs(VdsAp)) .*
exp(ap(xxAp, zz_Ap) .* abs(VinarrayAp(xxAp)-VminAp));
end
end
xxAp=O;
end
plot _varlimit_ Ap=zzAp;
%____ VDrain-S__
%NCHANNEL: Create the Vds versus log Id curve
zzBn=O;
xxBn=O;
for VinBn = 0:0.005:Vdd,
zzBn=zzBn+1;
VinarrayBn(zzBn)=VinBn;
for VoutBn= 0:0.00025:Vdd,
xxBn=xxBn+1;
Vout _arrayBn(xxBn)=Vout _Bn;
VminBn=VoutBn/2;
Vmin-arrayBn(xxBn, zz_Bn)=VminBn;
saturation_pt _Bn(xxBn)=0.2 .* VoutBn + 0.2;
deltaVBn=saturationpt _Bn(xxBn)-Vmin_Bn;
minus_sat _pt _Bn=Vmin Bn-deltaV_Bn;
Vds-Bn=Vout Bn;
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%Finding the Bnsat to be able to know Idnminimum
bnsat=(an3s .*VdsBn .* VdsBn) +(an2s .* VdsBn) + an1s;
IdBnsat = Dn.*exp(hn.*(VdsBn)) .* exp(bn sat.*
abs(saturationptBn(xxBn)-VminBn));
if VinBn < minussatptBn %FLAT LEFT SECTION
bn(xxBn, zz_Bn)=( an3f.* VoutBn.*VoutBn) +(an2f .* VoutBn) + anif;
IdBnVin(xxBn, zzBn) = IdBnsat .* exp(bn(xxBn, zzBn).*
abs(VinarrayBn(zzBn)-inussat _pt _Bn));
elseif VinBn > saturation _pt _Bn(xxBn) %FLAT An
bn(xxBn, zz_Bn)=( an3f.* Vout _Bn.*Vout _Bn) +(an2f .* VoutBn) + anif;
IdBnVin(xxBn, zzBn) = IdBnsat .* exp(bn(xxBn, zzBn).*
abs(VinarrayBn(zzBn)-saturationptBn(xxBn)));
else %STEEP AN
bn(xxBn, zz_Bn)=( an3s .*VdsBn .* Vds_Bn) + (an2s .* VdsBn) + an1s;
IdBnVin(xxBn, zzBn) = Dn .* exp(hn.*VdsBn) .*
exp(bn(xxBn, zzBn).* abs(VinarrayBn(zzBn)-VminBn));
end
end
xxBn=O;
end
plot _var_ limit Bn=zz _Bn;
%P CHANNEL: Create the Vin versus log Id curve
zzBp=O;
xxBp=O;
for VinBp =0:0.005:Vdd,
zz_Bp=zzBp+1;
VinarrayBp(zzBp)=VinBp;
for VoutBp= 0:0.00025:Vdd,
xxBp=xxBp+1;
VoutarrayBp(xxBp)=VoutBp;
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Vds_Bp=Vdd-VoutBp;
VminBp= Vdd-((VdsBp)/2);
Vmin_arrayBp(xxBp, zzBp)=VminBp;
saturationptBp(xxBp)=0.2 .* (Vout _Bp-Vdd) + 0.2;
deltaV_Bp= VminBp - saturation_pt _Bp(xx_Bp);
plussatptBp= Vmin_Bp + deltaVBp;
%Finding the Bp_sat to be able to know Idnminimum
bpsat=( ap3s .*VdsBp .* VdsBp) + (ap2s .* Vds_Bp) + apis;
IdBpsat= Dp.*exp(hp.*abs(VdsBp)) .* exp(bpsat .*
abs(saturation_ptBp(xxBp)-VminBp));
if VinBp > plussatptBp %FLAT Right SECTION-to right if there
bp(xxBp, zzBp)=( ap3f .* Vds_Bp.*Vds_Bp) + (ap2f .* VdsBp)+ aplf;
IdBp_Vin(xxBp, zzBp) = IdBp_sat .* exp(bp(xxBp, zzBp).*
abs(VinarrayBp(zzBp)-plus_satptBp));
elseif Vin_Bp < saturation _pt _Bp(xxBp) %FLAT Left Section -always there
bp(xxBp, zzBp)=( ap3f .* Vds_Bp.*Vds_Bp) + (ap2f .* VdsBp)+ aplf;
IdBp_Vin(xxBp, zzBp) = IdBpsat .* exp(bp(xx _Bp, zzBp).*
abs(Vin arrayBp(zzBp)-saturation pt _Bp(xxBp)));
else %STEEP AP
bp(xxBp, zzBp)=( ap3s .*Vds_Bp .* Vds_Bp) + (ap2s .* VdsBp)+apls;
IdBpVin(xxBp, zzBp) = Dp .* exp(hp .* abs(VdsBp)) .*
exp(bp(xxBp, zz_Bp).* abs(VinarrayBp(zzBp)-VminBp));
end
% For the VinVoutarray
plot _varVout_Bp=xxBp;
end
xxBp=0;
end
plot _var limit _Bp=zzBp;
% VTC Characteristics
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% Plot Vout versus Vin for the VTC characteristics
I_diff_array=log(IdBpVin)-log(Id_Bn_Vin);
plot _varVinBp=zzBp;
for plotvar_diff array=1:1:plot _var VinBp,
[Ival, index_dif]=min(abs(I diff array(:, plotvar _diff array)));
Auxcurrent(plot _var_diffarray) = IdBpVin(index_dif, plot _var diffarray);
VoutVin_array(plot _var_diffarray, 1)=Vin_ arrayBp(plot _var diff array);
index-dif- array(plot _var_diffarray)=index_dif;
Vout _Vin_ array(plot _var_diffarray, 2)=Vout _array_ Bp(index dif);
end
A.2 Matlab Code for ROM Capacitance Model
%The Capacitance Model
clear all;
close all;
% This is all done using nanometers!
% Define AREA variables:
CNTwidth=2.5;
CNTradius=CNTwidth/2;
metal lines= 128; % This is the number of gates the array-not including the pull up
transistor.
ROMwidth=128;
CNTpertx=16;
p= 0.025 % percent of CNTs that fail
for dd= 1: 1: CNTpertx,
CNT _per _contact(dd)=dd;
end
VDD=0.4;
toxbulk= 100;
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epsilon=8.85e-12.* le-9; % Farad / nanometer
Eoxbulk= 3.9 .* epsilon;
Eoxgate= 3.9 .* epsilon;
%TO CHANGE:
toxgate=[1.1, .8, .65, .55, .5];
year_ array=[2007, 2010, 2013, 2016, 2018];
maxindex=length(year _array);
generationode=[65, 45, 32, 22, 18];
int wire width=[98, 68, 48, 33, 28];
int wirespace=[97, 67, 47, 32, 27];
metcontratio=7/10;
B_extrachanspace=int wire width/4;
gate _overlap=[8, 5, 3, 2, 1];
%END OF CHANGE
for aa=1:maxindex,
int _contact _size(aa)=round(int _wire_width(aa)/met _cont _ratio);
contact _length(aa)=round((2.*int _wire_space(aa)) +int _contact _size(aa));
contact _width(aa)=int _contact _size(aa);
btwntxwidth(aa)=int _wire_space(aa);
end
% Type A ROM array! this has the whole channel taken up by the contact, but also,
% there has to be extra contacts for the output node.
% Type B ROM array! This has the extra section made specifically for a
% metal gate or no metal gate. That way, we can just add the contact and if
% there is no gate, the cell will not be a transistor.
A_channel-length=int _contact_size;
%this is going to make sure B is going to be bigger than what A is
B_test _space=int _contact _size + 2.*Bextrachan_space;
B_channel length = B test space;
% _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Time Delay _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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for yr num=1: max-index,
% Capacitance Model:
trratio(yrnum)=toxgate(yrnum)/CNT_radius;
%trratio=5
theta tube(yrnum)=asin(/(1+tr_ratio(yrnum)));
Cgtube_chanL(yrnum)=(2*pi*Eoxgate)/(log(trratio(yrnum)+1)); % F/nm
Cgtube_Length(yrnum)=Cgtubepart_chan_L(yrnum); % C per L
Cg_tube_LengthfemtoF(yrnum)=Cgtube_Length(yrnum) .* 1e15; % C per L
%Gate parasitic to bulk per length
A_ Cgparasiticlength(yr _num)=(Eoxbulk.*(contact _width(yr _num)))./
toxbulk;
A_Cg_ parasitic length_femtoF(yr _num)=A_ Cg _parasitic length(yr_num) .*1e15;
B_ Cgparasitic-length(yr _num)=(Eox bulk.*(contact _width(yrnum)))./
toxbulk;
B_Cgparasitic length_femtoF(yr _num)=B _Cgparasitic-length(yr_num) .*1e15;
%Gate to nanotube capacitance
A_Cgchannanotube(yr _num)=(CgtubeLength(yr _num)).*
Achannel-length(yrnum);
A_CgchannanotubefemtoF(yrnum)=ACgchannanotube(yr _num).* 1e15;
B_Cgchannanotube(yr _num)=(CgtubeLength(yr _num)).*
B_channellength(yrnum);
B_CgchannanotubefemtoF(yrnum)=BCgchannanotube(yr _num) .* 1e15;
%Gate to bulk capacitance
ACgchantobulk(yrnum)=(A _Cgparasitic-length(yrnum)).*
A_channel-length(yr _num);
A_Cgchantobulk femtoF(yrnum)=ACgchantobulk(yrnum).*1e15;
B_Cgchantobulk(yr _num)=(B _Cgparasitic-length(yr _num)).*
B_channellength(yrnum);
B_Cgchantobulk femtoF(yrnum)=BCgchantobulk(yr _num) .* 1e15;
%Total Gate Capacitance
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A_Cgchantot(yrnum)=(CgtubeLength(yrnum)+
A_Cgparasiticlength(yr_num)).* Achannel-length(yrnum);
A_Cgchantot_femtoF(yrnum) =A_ Cgchan _tot(yr num).* 1e15; % fF
B_Cgchantot(yrnum)=(CgtubeLength(yrnum)+
B_Cgparasiticlength(yr_num)).* Bchannel-length(yrnum);
B_CgchantotfemtoF(yrnum)=BCgchantot(yrnum) .* 1e15; % fF
%Cdrain to bulk capacitance
Cds_b(yrnum)=(Eoxbulk*(contact _length(yr _num).*
contact _width(yr _num)))./toxbulk;
Cdsb_femtoF(yrnum)= Cds b(yrnum) .* 1e15;
%Gate to Source overlap capacitance
Cgoverlap(yrnum)=(Eox_gate*(gateoverlap(yr_num) .*
contact _width(yr_ num))) ./ toxgate(yrnum);
Cgoverlapmiller(yr _num)=Cgoverlap(yrnum) .*2; % Miller effect
Cgoverlap_millerfemtoF(yrnum)=Cgoverlap _miller(yr _num) .*1e15;
C-load-parasitic(yr _num) = (2.*Cg_overlapmiller(yrnum)) +
Cdsb(yrnum);
C load parasiticfemtoF(yr _num)= C loadparasitic(yr _num).* 1e15;
end
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&07'E -11
